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1	 objective of this study was the conduct of a eurvoy and
analytts of radio fr",x cy assignments within the continental United States,
for mmrous fa ncy bend's between 121 MHz and 65 GWz, in order to determine
principal characteristics of transmitting equipments. The study consisted
of an in depth survey of current frequency assignment data files, both
government and non-government. The results of the survey have been presented
in a narrative form as well as graphically in the form of histograms. The
narrati.ve presentation indicates, for each frequency band, the following
characteristics:
(1) Approximate number of assignments
(2) Geographical distribution
(3) General breakdown of assignment class
(4) Primary users
(5) Emission characteristics
(6) Transmitter power ranges
(7) Antenna characteristics
The histograms indicate the total number of assignments as a function of
frequency and the total assigned power as a function of frequency. Additionally,
the histograms were generated with and without inclusion of the experimental
assignments. These analytical results, which will aid NASA in the inter-
pretation of the results of the space Shuttle-borne Electromagnetic Environment
Experiment (EEE), are presented in Section 3 of this study Report.
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A sacon ry obj#ctive of th! Sta4"y+ Ws the 400r-minAtift Of `f&Q	 l
+"mric analytical tochnflqm wh it WO*jld out GeartWeally !nerve that +'rpr e
of daterm°inirq the levels of RF ~0 exacted to be rs .etivW
 by the space»
borne radio fraency ex.periment. Thg fr"nocy ► brands have bn clasified
as either ( 1) dOwnioietic (2) pmbabilistic, or (3) noo-ydetarvinant.
Frequency bands which are cl assifi ed as determi nistic could be hammed
by straightforward computer si mulatlon tethrniques it order to determire the
expected levels  of RF energy which will  be received by the EEE exrfi t at
orbital altitudes. The qualifications required for a band or portion of a
band to be classified in this study as "deterministic" are that use of the
band is primarily for known location, stationary, operational stations with
known transmitters and antenna characteristics and known pointing elevation
and azimuth angles. Additionally, the number of emitters in the bsund must
is ^vf a reasonable .mag„it^.;da. of thw hat; as analyzed in the study. onl y the
following are considered of this nature:
e portions of the 614-960 MHz band used for UHF-TV channels 21-69.
e Portions of the 7900-7975 MHz band used for microwave line-
of-sight transmissions.
e Portions of the 2655-2690 MHz band used for Instructional
Television Fixed Service (ITFS) operations.
• For frequency bands which are classified as "non-deterministic" it is
not considered economically advantageous to attempt to simulate the expected
levels of RF energy at orbital altitudes. These include:
(1) 806-960 MHz portion of the 614-960 "Hz band. Future
use of this band is uncertain, and many changes from
the current usage are expected.
vi
(2) 2200-2300 MHz pion of i;h, * MO-2300 ft bod. Temponl
and pograp}hi cal charecteri sti cs of space-to-Earth, rr-
ostationary transmission are uncertain.
In all other frequency baands, determination of expected ievvls of RF
energy at orbital altitudes must be through statistical methods. These
bands are classified as "probabilistic" and include:
• rhos,* Witt) a large nuMber (>1000) of assignments.
• Thosm with a large pere"Aage of mobile transmitters.
e Bands where detailed antenna pointing direction information
is not available.
e Bands where antenna pointing directions are a function of
time (e.g., search radars).
e Bands where the transmitter duty cycle is both low and nearly
random (i.e., mobile systems) ,
The approach deemed most economical in conducting a probabilistic analysis
involves assignment of average equivalent noise temperatures to specific
geographical areas (sub-divisions of the U.S.), based upon the specified
power spectral densities (dBW/20 kHz). These noise temperatures would then
be translated to received power at orbital altitude via "average" antenna
coupling levels. In many cases, these levels would be a function of the
elevation angle of the orbital position, as seen from the center of each
geographical sub-division. The result of this type of an analysis would
be maps of "average" received R p energy versus orbital location.
vi i
Additionally, some frequency v	 icans have assipmaU
 which aver!
ortolhirally chesignated PAC, i.
	 ", U3A$ and U R. Tie assipwwu aro
generally for military operations and may occur at ray lorAti-on in ttA
Pacific Ocean, Atlantic Ocean, Continental United Status &W United States
and Possessions respectively. Consequently, each band in which these
assignments were in the majority would require a review on a case-by-case
basis to determine actual uses.
The final study objective was to determine any frequency band assige^leents
which are of sufficient e.i.r.p. that they may cause physical damage to the
spaceborne experiment. Survey of the data files for transmitters which may
have physically damaging impact upon the spaceborne receiver has indicated
that no assignments are of sufficient e.i.r.p. to violate the 2 Watt receiver
input protection level designated in current performance specifications for
the EEE.
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1. INTRODUCTION
This Report, prepared by National Scientific Laboratories under subcontract .
to Generdl Electric Company, describes the results of a study to examine the
current utilization of anticipated frequency bands for the Electromagnetic
Environment Experiment (EEE) within the continental United States. This
informati)n will aid NASA in 'che evaluation and interpretation of the results
obtained by the proposed Shuttle-borne radio frequency experiment.
The study was conducted in the form of a survey of current frequency
band assignments for both government and non-government agencies, and was
directed at formulatio of a general overview of expected radio frequency
(RF) energy levels. The frequency bands of interest are given below:
121.5 MHz
	
5725-5925 MHz
243 MHz
	
5925-6425 MHz
399.9-410 MHz
	
6475-7000 MHz
450-470 MHz
	
79uu-7975 MHz
614-960 MHz
	
9950-10050 MHz
1220-1285 MHz
	
10.6-10.7 GHz
1350-1450 MHz
	
10.95-11.2 GHz
1636.5-1670 MHz
	
12.5-12.75 GHz
2040-2110 MHz
	
13.1-15.7 GHz
2200-2300 MHz
	
17.7-24 GHz
2655-2690 MHz
	
27.5-35.2 GHz
2690-2700 MHz
	
35.5-43 GHz
4200-4400 MHz
	
50-65 GHz
4995-5000 MHz
The study was conducted in 4 basic phases.
Phase I efforts involved the survey and analysis of current frequency
band assignments contained in three primary data sources; the Government
Master File (GMF), the non-Government or FCC data file and the International
Frequency List (IFL). The GMF is maintained by the Office of Telecommunica-
tions on behalf of the Office of Telecommunication Policy, and contains
assignments made to Government stations by the Frequency Assignment
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Subcommittee of the International Radio Advisory Committee. The FCC data
file contains assignments made to "civil" stations by the FCC in bands
a?iocated domestically to non-Government; operations.* The IFL of the Inter-
national Frequency Registration Board of RB) curtains national assignment
submitted to the IFRB for coordination beyond national borders. The IFL
does not contain many national assignments which are not expected to cause
or experience interference across national borders.
The information collected from the GMF and FCC data files for each frequency
bard includes:
e Center frequency
w Emission bandwid;;h
e Modulation type
• Transmi t' ,. ~ power
• Type of service
• Location of transmitter
e Antenna characteristics
s Total number of emitters
The IFL was surveyed with regard to high power eritters which potentially
could cause physical damage to the EEE.
Phase II of the study effort involved consolidation of the above data
and subsequent reduction of this information to a narrative rather than
tabular form. Areas of specific concern include:
e General overview of types of services, transmitter powers,
antenna gains and modulations employed within a given
frequency range.
*The FCC data file does not contain the Chicago regional area assignments
(i.e., public safety, industrial and transportation services).
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• Determination of geographic areas of high or low '*population"
density.
Pinpointing of extremely high power emitters.
Phase III of the study effort involved the classification of each fre-
quency band in a manner which indicates the best analytical techniques to
employ in each band in order to estimate expected RF energy activity. The
three basic categories of classification include:
Deterministic - that is, the data is generally reliable,
in sufficient detail to permit precision computations
and of a reasonably manageable magnitude.
• Probabilistic - that is, the data, while generally reliable,
is lacking in deta 4 '; and covers such a large number of
emitters that statistical techniques best serve to economi-
cally characterize: the emissions. This classification also
includes bands used by large numbers of mobile units whose
location and pointing directions vary with time.
s Non-determinate - that is, the data is unreliable in relat'on to
RFI simulation or unavailable in sufficient detail to be useful
for analysis.
Phase IV of the study was directed at development of a graphical means
of presenting the data. Where the data was not of such a magnitude as to
be unwieldy, two histograms were developed. The first histogram presents
the total number of emitters in the band as a function of frequency and the
second presents the total transmitter power as a function of frequency.
Histograms are presented with and without inclusion of experimental
assignments for comparison.
3
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Such histogram-, were generated for those frequency bands in which there
I	 exists fewer than 1000 assignments within the continental United States.
2. STUDY DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
Exact analytical quantification of levels of RF energy expected to be
encountered at orbital altitudes from the multitude of services in these Fre-
quency bands is, in most bands, an impracticable task. Several factors con-
tribute to this impracticability including geographical, temporal and electri-
cal considerations. Some of these impacting variables, which must be precisely
defined in order to perform a deterministic simulation, are listed below:
• Geographical
- Shuttle sub-satellite latitude and longitude.
- Location of terrestrial emitters, including mobile systems.
- Number of actual units operating on a given frequency,
since a single frequency assignment in the data files
may indicate multiple users throughout the United
States. Also, much of Canada and Mexico are visible to
a satellite in a 400 km orbit.
• Temporal
- Hine of day for emitters visible to the Shuttle.
- Day of the week, since peak activity in some bands would
occur during week days.
- Seasonal variations and local weather would impact RF
energy attenuation in some frequency bands.
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• Electrical
- Specific EEE experiment antenna pattern both in the main
beam and in all side lobes.
- Possible Shuttle-produced EMI.
- Pointing direction of EEE experiment antenna.
- Specific antenna patterns of terrestrial systems both
in azimuth and in elevation angles.
- Pointing azimuth and elevation angles of terrestrial
systems including effects of scanning radars.
In general, any individual or agency wishing to use the RF spectrum for
transmission of RF energy must file a request through proper channels. These
requests lead to frequency assignments which appear in either the FCC or the
Government Data Files. In theory, then, the data files reflect the actual
assignment,: in the band. While this may be a fairly accurate statement, a
current assignment does not necessarily mean that the individual or agency is
using the band at any given time. Also, many experimental assignments may be
for the purpose of screen room testing and thus would not impact the EEE RF
environment.
Quantizing all of the above variables for all the frequency bands surveyed
is not feasible. However, some frequency bands are well defined, and most, if not
all, of these variables can be determined for specific portions of the band. In
these cases it is considered feasible to analytically evaluate levels of RF energy
expected to be viewed at orbi.-al altitudes. This task, in general, is beyond the
scope of this study effort. However, one such analysis has been performed and
is included as Annex A to this Report, to demonstrate one feasible approach.
6
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In frequency bands where it is not possible to determine all operational
characteristics, much useful information may still bc obtained by performing a
general overview of current utilization, and presenting the results graphically
as a function of frequency. This is the approach taken by NSL in response to
the Statement of Work. The results presented in Section 3 of this Report include
a general narrative description of the band and a graphical representation of
each band in which there were less than 1000 current assignments within the
United States. These graphical representations or histograms require some
clarification such that proper technical interpretations may be achieved,
Each figure presents two histograms, The First histogram presents the num-
ber of emitters versus frequency and the other presents cumulative transmitter
power versus frequency. Since many assignments in the frequency data files in-
dicate a frequency range over which a transmitter is allowed to operate (these
assignments are termed "band assignments"), a means of indicatin g this on the
histograms was required, The n on the histogram indicate, auch 'ti,a ^is ►^ iitters.
For instance, if a single band assignment allowed operation anywhere in the
1.5-2 GNz range, a o was placed at every frequency point in that range, although
physically, the transmitter could only operate at one of the center frequencies.
Thus, while it may appear that many transmitters exist, the fact that they are
represented by a o indicates only the maximum that may occur at a given frequency.
This also applies to the power versus frequency histograms. The X's on the
histograms indicate fixed frequency transmitters.
In bands where experimental transmitters and non-experimental transmitters
operate, two sets of histograms were developed. Phis was, done since the duty
cycles of experimental systems are not usually well defined.
i	 6
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3. RESULTS
3.1 121.5 MHz Band
3.1.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1	 I	 Ration 2	 1	 Region 3
117 •97S 132
AERONAUTICAt MOBILE (R)
201A 273 :73A
201A	 The frequencies 2 IR2 kliz, 30235 kHz, 5680 kHz, 6364 kHz, 1 1.15 MHz,
Spat I % H MHz and :41 !slHt may also he used, in accordance with the procedures
in force for terrestrial raditwommunication services, for search and rescue opera-
lions conecrning manned space vehicles.
'The sonic apphes to the frequencies 10003 kHz, 14993 kHz and 19993 kHz,
but in each of these cases emissions m.s-4t be confined in a band of ^ 3 kHz
about the frequenev.
273	 In this hand, the frequcnev IN-5 ivUlt is the aeronautical emergenc y fre4wn-ey and
Mart where required the frequency 1.3 1 MHz is the aeronautical frequency auxthary to
121 . 5 M) i ; ; mobile stations of the marutme mobile service may communicate on these
frequencies for safety purposes with stations of the aeronautical mobile scrkwc.
273A	 In the band 11" 9'S•112 Milli and in the hand 112 . 11a MHz where the acro.
Spa nautical nitsbile (R) scrsicc is authorized, the use and dcveiopnient, for this
service, of systems using, spacc communication techniques may be authorized but
limited initiall y to Satellite rela y stations of the acron,urtical mobile (R) service.
Such use and development shall Ix subjoet to co-ordination between Adntinistra-
lions concerned and those having services operating in accordance with the
Table, which ma y he ad"ted
OOMESTIC,
Band	 Governnrhnt
	
Non-Governmmnt
MHz	 Allocation	 Allocation
*117.97F-	 AI'RONAUTICAL
	
AERONAUTICAL
11;1.9ti 5	 MOBILE (R)	 MOBILL (R)
NG67
*FCC action pendinq :'d;16974.
NG(I. The al+aclnR between frequency m0pnnientK In this
band *hall be 23 kHt. The first and last a**lannble frequencies
are these Indicated In column 10.
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t3.1.2 Present Assignments
3.1.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this spectral region
are for the aeronautical mobile service including aeronautical stations,
aircraft stations and aerodrome control stations. In accordance with Footnote
201A of the ITU Radio Regulation,, '`'.,ie frequency 121.5 MHz may also be used,
in accordance with the procedures a force for terrestrial radiocommunication
services, for search and rescue operations concerniiig manned space vehicles".
The number of assignments in the 121.5 band is greater than 850. The areas
of operation vary across the United States, but higher density operations
appear in Alaska, California and Texas.
o Operating Agencies - Operating agencies of the assignments include
Army, ERDA, Air Force, Coast Guard, and FAA. The latter agency comprises
approximately 85N o the assignments.
• Emission - The emission characteristics of the assignments are almost
exclusively 6.00A3 (6 kHz emission bandwidth, amplitude modulation).
• Transmitter Power- Maximum transmitter powers are .1 kW, although the
number of such assignments is small. The majority of assignments utilize
transmitter powers of 50 W.
• Antenna - The amount of information supplied by the data file on
antenna characteristics is very limited. Only non-directional antennas are noted,
numbering approximately 45.
5fi
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3.1.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
•	 Assignment Class - This band is composed of aviation assignments
including aeronautical, aviation auxiliary, and search and rescue stations.
There are approximately 150 assignments, one-third of which are mobile.
Search and rescue units make up 1% of the total assignments. The majority
of the stations are located in California, Florida, Montana, New York and
Texas. There are 15 assignments authorized for use anywhere within the 48
contiguous states.
• Users , - This band is used by private businesses and facilities.
• Emission. - All assignments are amplitude modulated with an emission
bandwidth of 6 kHz.
a.
	 4C ismi^ r nl nv.e r	 ti-1 , n0 nw. w i. e r power i ve.n i dn . ►aw da ta file.a Tr GII3IIII 4et f VW, GI _ TIIGn
 16 t C1113I111 4tGI 'lVWGI g iven 111 411G Vg4U 
file
IC
varies from 500 milliwatts to 50 Watts.
3.1.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - All 9 assignments show powers of .05 kW or
less.
3.1.2.4 Classitication - Probabilistic
3.1.2.5 Computer Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, histograms have not
been generated.
g
3.2 243.0 MHz Band
3.2.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 Region 2	 I 	 Region 3
235 267
Flxt•u
MU91r,F
201A 305 305A 308A 309
201A
	
The frequencies 2182 kHz. 3023 . 5 kHz, 5680 kHz, 8364 kHz, 1215 MHz,
Spe2 156 8 MHz and 243 MHz may also be used, in accordance with the procedures
to force for terrestrial radiocommunication services, for search and rwue opera-
tions concerning manned space vehicles.
The same applies to the frequencies 10003 kHz, 14493 kHz and 19993 kHr,
but to each of these cases emissions must be confined in a band of ; 3 kHz
about the frequency.
305
	
	 In Nigeria, Sierra Leona and Gambia, the band 223 .251 MHr is also allocated
to the broadcasting service
305A	 In New Zealand, the band 215 239 5 MHz is also allocated to the acrd
Spat	 nautical radtonavigation service.
308A	 The bands 240 - 328 6 MHz and 3354 - 394 9 MHz may also nc used by the
Spat mobile-satellitc service. The use and development of this service shall be subject
to agreement between the administrations concerned and those having services.
operating in accordance with the Table, whioh may be affected.
309
	
	
The frequency 243 MHz is the frequency in this band for use by survival craft
stations and equipment used for survival purposes.
DOMESTIC
Band	 Government	 Non-Government
MNz	 Allocation	 Allocation	 Remarks
225-328.6 FIXED	 The FAA provides air traffic
MOBILE
	
	
control communications to the
military services on selected
G30 G100	 freque cies in this band.
G30 In the bands 138-144, 148-149.9, 150.05-150.8, 225-32d.6, 335.4-399.9,
1427-1429 and 1429-1435 MHx, the fixed and mobile services are limited
primarily to operations by the military services.
G100
	
	
The mobile satellite service within the bands 240.0-328.6 and 335.4-
399.9 MHz is limited to military systems.
rr
3.2.2 Present Assignments
3.2.2.1 Government Master File
N Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this band are in
the aeronautical mobile service, including aeronautical stations, aircraft
stations and airdrome control stations. In accordance with Footnote 201A
of the ITU Radio Regulations, "the frequency 243.0 MHz may also be used, in
accordance with the procedures in force for terrestrial radiocommunication
services, for search and rescue operations concerning manned space vehicles."
The number of assignments in the 243 MHz band is approximately 600. The
areas of operation vary across the U.S., but major concentration are found
in Alaska, California, Florida, Kentucky, New York and Texas.
e Operating Agencies - Operating agencies of the assignments include
the Ark ^ 1) N_. J 11 Ai r , — __o NASA roast Guard and FAA. The l atter agency
comprises approximately 80% of the assignments.
• Emission - The emission characteristics of the assignments are
almost exclusively those of single channel voice circuits, i.e., 6.00A3
(6 kHz emission bandwidth, amplitude modulation).
• Transmitter Power - The maximum transmitter power is .1 kW, although
the number of such assignments is small. The majority of assignments utilize
transmitter powers of 50 W or less.
• Antenna - The amount of information supplied by the data file on
antenna characteristics is very'limited. Only non-directional are noted,
numbering approximately,60.
t
F
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3.2.2.2 Federal Conmunications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - This band contains 5 public safety (special
emergency mobile) assignments, and 3 assignments are in the
aeronautical service. The frequency 243 MHz is allocated for use by
survival craft stations and equipment used for survival purposes. All
aircraft and ship life-rafts are equipped with automatic beacons which
transmit multiplex coded information in a 3.2 kHz bandwidth. The mobile
units are located in Florida, 2 of the aeronautical are in New York and
the remaining unit is located in a U.S. Possession.
• Users - The special emergency mobile units are operated by Herndon
Ambulance Service, Inc. The remaining assignments are listed for Grumman
Aerospace Corporation.
• Emission - The mobile assignments are frequency modulated, with an
emission bandwidth of 20 kHz. The other assignments are a ,nplitude modulated,
with an emission bandwidth of 6 kHz.
• Transmitter Power - The power authorized for these assignments
varies from 50 to 220 Watts.
3.2.2.3 International Frequency List
e High Power Examination - Most of the 26 assignments at 243.0 MHz
indicate an average power of .1 kW. There are a few assignments at 1.25 kW
and one assignment at 10 kW.
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3.2.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.2.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.2-1 presents the emitter and power histograms for the 243 MHz
frequency band.
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Figure 3.2-1 Non-Experimental Emitter and Power Histograms
for the 242.5-243.5 MHz Band
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3.3 399.9-410.0 MHz Band
3.3.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Radon I Region 2	 Ra1na► 3
3"-9 H 400.05
RADIONAV IG ATION-SATELLITE
285C	 311A
400 ,05 -400.15
STANDARD FREQUENCY-SATELLITE
3126	 313	 314
400 . 15	 401
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
METEOROLOGICAL-SATELLITE (MaintenanCC telemetering)
SPACE RESEARCH (TClemeterin` and tracking)
313	 314
401 = 402
METE OROLOWCAL AIDS
SPACE OPERATION (Telemeterins)
	
315A
Fixed
MNeoralogirul-Satellite (Earth-to-space)
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
314	 315	 315E	 315C	 316
402 •403
METEOROLMICAL AIDS
h red
Aleteoralognal-Satellite (Earth-to-space)
Alnbile cNcept aeronautical mobile
314	 315	 315C	 316
403
	
406
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
Fixed
Mobile except aeronautical mobile
314	 315	 316
406 -406-1
MOBILE-SATELLITE (Barth-to-Space)
314	 317A	 317E
406 . 1 - 410
FIxED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
RADIO ASTRONOMY
233E	 314
15
7W
	
	
E miscrons of the radionaviption-satellite service in the bands 1499-
t4mZ 15005 MHz and .3999 40005 Mflz may also he used by receiving earth sta-
tions of the Space research service.
311A	 In Bulgaria, Cuba, Greece, Hungary, Indunesia, Iran, Kuwait, Lebanon, the
Spat United Arab Republic, Syria and Yugoslavia, the band 3999 40005 MHz is
also allocated to the Axed at d mobile services (sea Recommendation No. Spa 8).
3128	 In this band the standard frequency is 4001 MHz. Emissions shall be
Spat conRnod in a band of :f 2S kHz about this frequency.
313
	 In Albanii, Bulgaria, Groocc, Hunpry, Poland, the United Arab Republic,
Spa
	
	 Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., the band 40305-
401 MHz is also allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
314
	
In the United Kingdom, the band 4005.420 MHz is also allocated to the
Spa
	
	 radiolocation servicr; however, between 40005 and 410 MHz the allocation to
the radiolocation svvice is on a secondary basis.
315	 In France, the band 401 .406 Mllz is allocated to the meteorological aids service.
3158	 In Australia, the space operation service (telemetenng) to the band 401 .402 Mllz
Spa is a secondary service
315C	 in the band 401 403 MHz, earth exploration-satellite applications, other
Spat than the metenroingical-satellite servi", May also he used for f arth-to-space
transmissions on condition that no `iarmful interference is caused to stations
operating in accordance with the 'battle.
316 In Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, Hungary, Iran, Norway, Poland, Yugoslavia,
Roumania, Sweden, Switzerland, Czechoslovakia, Turkey and the U.S.S.R., the
band 401 .406 Atllz is also allocated, on a primary basis, to the fixed service and
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
317A
	
	
The hand 406 406 I MHz is reserved solely for the use and development
Spat of low-power (not to exceed 5 W) emergency position-indicating radiobeacon
(LPIRB) systems using space techniques.
3178	 In Austria, Bulgaria. Chile, Cuba, Ethiopia, Hungary, India, Iran, Kenya,
Spat Kuwait, Liechtenstein, Malaysia, Uganda, Poland, the United Arab Republic,
Rwanda, Sweden, Switzerland, Syria, Tanzania, Czechoslovakia and in the
U.S.S.R., the band 406 406 1 MNz is also allocated to the fixed service and the
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
2338	 In making assignments to stations of other services to which the bands
Spat 37 75 38 25 MHz. 15005 153 MHz, 406 1 410 MHz, 2 690 •2 700 MW
arid 4 700 5 000 MHz are allocated, administrations arc urged to take all
practicable steps to protect radio astronomy observations from harmful inter-
fcrencc.
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DOMESTIC
Band Government Non-Goverrmnt
MHz Allocation Allocation Remarks
399.9- RADIONAVIGATION- RADIONAtiIGATION-
4DO.OS SATELLITE SATELLITE
G44
400.05- STANDARD FRE-
400.15 QUENCY-
SATELLITE
METEOROLOGICAL METEOROLOGICAL400.15-
401 AIDS AIDS
(Radiosonde) (Radiosonde)
SPACE RESEARCH SPACE RESEARCH
(Telemeterin (Telemetering
and tracking and tracking)
401-402 METEOROLOGICALMETEOROLOGICAL
AIDS AIDS
(Radiosonde) (Radiosonde)
SPACE OPERATION *PACE OPERATION
(Telemetering) (Telemetering)
Meteorological- Meteorological-
Satellite Satellite
(Earth-to-space) (Earth-to-space)
402-403 METEOROLOGICAL METEOROLOGICAL
AIDS AIDS
(Radiosonde) (Radiosonde)
Meteorological- Meteoroloaical-
Satellite Satellite
(Earth-to-space) (Earth-to-space)
403-406 METEOROLOGICAL METEOROLOGICAL
AIDS AIDS
(Radiosonde) (Radiosonde)
406- MOBILE-SATELLITE MOBILE-SATELLITE
406.1 (Earth-to-space) (Earth-to-space)
406.1- FIXED RADIO ASTRONOMY The Channeling Plan for assign-
410 MOBILE ments in this ban g: is shown in
RADIO ASTRONOMY Section 4,3.9 of the Manual of
G5	 G6
Regulations and Procedures.
G5	 In the bands 162.0125-173.2, 173.4-174p 406.1-410 and 410-420 Mz, the
fixed and mobile services are all allocated on a primary basis to the
Government non-military agencies.
G6	 Military tactical fixed an al mobila operations may be conducted nationally
on a secondary basis; (1) to the meteorological aids service in the band
403-406 MHz; and (2) to the radio astronomy service in the band 406.1-
410 MHz. Such fixed and mobil* operations are subject to local co-
ordination to ensure that harmful interference will not be caused to
the services to which the bands are allocated.
G44 Military fixed and mobile operations may continue in the band 399.9-400
MHz until required to be reaecommodated to most the needs of the radio-
navigation-satallite service.
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3.3.2 Present Assi ngmen -L,s
3.3.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this frequency band
are for the fixed and mobile services. The mobile users represent 50% of
the assignments. The band is also used i-or experimental, meteorological
aids, meteorological-satellites, radioravigation-satellites and radiodetermi-
nation (radiolocation). The 401-402 MHz portion of the frequency band con-
tains assignments for Earth-to-space transmission for meteorological-
satellites, such as GOES and LANDSAT. This is the principal data collection
platform up-link band. In the 399.9-410.0 MHz band there are approximately
1500 assignments which are fairly well distributed throughout the U.S.
• O2eratr ng Agencies - 'This band is used by most government agencies.
e Emission - Frequency modulated systems represent 80% of the assign-
ments. The emission bandwidths for these vary between 10 and 50 kHz, with
a few bandwidths up to 800 kllz. The remaining assignments are amplitude
modulated for the most part, with emission bandwidths from 2 to 600 kHz
and as large as 3.34 MHz. A few pulse systems are registered with emission
bandwidths of 10 and 50 kHz.
• Transmitter Power - The majority of assignments have a power of less
than .1 kW, with a few as high as .25 kW. Exceptions to this are 14 assign-
ments at 1 kW and 3 at 10 W.
e Antenna - Approximately half of the assignments have nondirectional
antennas. Various types of directional antennas are used throughout this
band, with gains from 10 to 22 dB(i).
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3.3.2.2 Federal Coiinunications Commission Data File
Assignment Class - The majority of assignments are in the common
carrier service, Sr-pc:ifically the domestic public land mobile. There are
80 experimental assignments, 63 of which are mobile. The remaining assign-
ments are in a variety of services, many of which are mobile in nature.
There ;, -e approximately 900 assignments in the 399.9-410.0 MHz frequency
band. Geographically, the majority of assignments are in California, New
Jersey, and Maryland. The remaining are assigned throughout the 48 contiguous
states.
• Emission - The majority of assignments are frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths from .1 kHz to 14 MHz. The remaining assignments,
which are amplitude modulated, vary in emission bandwidths from .1 kHz to
300 kHz. There are a few unmodulated assignments.
• Transmitter Power - The assignments in this band have powers ranging
from 5 milliwatts to 300 Watts.
3.3.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - The majority of the 900 assignments in this
band have powers designated at .2 kW or less. The rest of the assignments
list powers of 10 kW, for the most part, with a few assignments at 2C Und 30 kW.
3.3.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.3.2.5 Computer Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in the band, histograms have not
been generated.
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3.4 450-470 MHz Band
3,4.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Rmglon 1	 lttgnn 2	 Rrgton 3
	
4M 40	 11\11%
h Imul t	 1 1811	 118t
118 110A
40
I I\111
Moan l	 11811	 1181'
Vvetlnihiptw/-Vote/Ate (tipa\rato I arth) 118+1
1;411
JIM	 Radio altimeters may also be used until 11 M 4xvitber 1974 in the bond
SMt2 4^t,1 460 MHit T wAver, after this date, thr) may he authorized to continue
to operate on it secondary bans except in the U . S.S.R. where they will continue
it) operate tin a primary' basis!,
311A,	 In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Ctwhoslo \akla and the
spa l I S S . R., the hand 04-4 111 MHz may be urrd, on a primacy ha\1\, by the nleteoro•
Iogicalsatcllitr ur\iiv suhir.t to apirenwnt among adminmralim coremned
and thaw haling \cr :ic;;, or ins fining iii lfilm UM scr\IMs, rperlltillf In &word•
ante with the lahle, %hwh may he allrcted.
IION	 111 the 111a111lnle 1110%110 Nei,1^e, 1110 Iirtluelloca 45' 0V hiNz. 01,tt0 h1Nr.
Mar: 4 s ' \'% hill: In' %,S \111: 46' tap \111: And 0' S'^ hIH: mas he uwd h1 tin
hall,\ \I.111olh 1 110 u\e oI the \e IMIUCI cie \ ul trni l orlill water\ ma\ he
\U14ef1 h, 111,• 11,111011,11 legulollo : ot the a, mini\IhmOn vmwerned the chnmteristic\
01 the cquq+rllolt u\ed Shall contrnn it, tho\c \peolied in Appenth\ 14q
11 gf'	 In the let tliol1,11 \tatty \ rt t'anada. the filled `taus rt Anietl^a and the Philippines.
Mar: tie pirlviled isquini,w\ 11 +1
 use M on hoard \anun till lcall011 \t,ltlt?n\ +1,111 t ic 4It 7 !;^
\111:, 4 s ' \s tl \111:. W a ' 'k MIN- and 4S' (01 \111: palled, ors{+eetnrl\. \kith
4t,' ' a ) \lll:. 411' "e hill:. 46' 8181 hllle and 411' 8; ^ \IN: 1 hr rharactensticsot
the quilinwit turd shall canlorm to thou \1wilii0 m Append\\ 11)r\
319A
	
the hand 44 1) 's 00.1 1 Mlle ma\ he a\rd for apace lelccommand and
Spat
	
\pace rruatch t t arth to \pace), atihlect to agreement hc t\\rt91 the adm initira-
tiom %view ed and thou haling setwex, operating in wcordancr \\ith
 the
Table, which mm he atT'rcird
1248	 1 aith r>;plolauon aatelhtr sir %k\- apphcatwim other than the mctemologi.
Spat p al•saWhic WMi. 1c, ma\ al\a he med in the hands 4141 4'0 hill: and 1 41)1.1
1 "00 Mlle tar spacr to I arth twi mmssions on conduloll that no harmful
inirrferrnce is caused tr stations oivrating in atvordAme with the liable
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DOMESTIC
Band	 Government	 ° Non-Government
MHz	 Allocation	 I	 Allocation
G105
Meteorological-
satellite
(Space-to-Earth)
LAND MOBILE
NG12 NG112
LAND MOBILE460-470
Remarks
4501-451 - Remote pickup broadcast
461-454 Public saft•ty
Industrial
Land transportation
454-455 Domestic public
455-4 rt Remote pickup broadcast
456-459 Public safety
Industrial
Land transportation
454-460 Domestic public
460-462.5375 Public safety
Industrial
Land transportation
462.5375-
46.7375	 Citizens radio
462.7375-
467.5375
	
Public safety
Industrial
Land transportation
467.5375-
467.7375	 Citizen radio
467.7375-
470	 Public safety
Industrial
Land transportation
G105	 In the band 420-460 Mt, Radio Altimeter operations are limited to tha
military services and to existing equipments which mAy continut to operate
until January 1,, 1978 on the condition that harmful interftrnnee is not
caused to stations of services operating in accordance with the U. S.
National Table of Frequency Allocations.
N012 Frequencies is the bands 454.40-455 AIIIs and
450.40-460 MHz may be a/elgnW to dotaentle public land
And mobile stations to provide a two ° way alr-ground public
radiotelephone service.
Nol l'.'. Thr frrgnvn , lr, 2r, 04, 25 n!.. 1S1' NHn. 1:0 Sr;,,
1.,N 4An, IC. y 44'., 4t 4 noo, and 439 /roe Miiz tna^ be authkir
Iced to tittion, lit the 1 10roletttn Radio :realer for u•-
prhnarlit In kill hldll euuhhtrnrul and eleauup operation'. and
reroud a i1^° In re inilor haul tnohllr cummunleallon.
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3.4.2 Present Assignments
3.4.2.1 Government Master File
9 Assignment Class - There are approximately 640 assignments in the
450-470 MNz spectral region. `the majority of assignments in this band are for
mobile communications, including both surface-to-surface and air-to-surface
communications. Approximately 10% of the assignments are of the latter class,
with areas of operation indicated in the data files only as within the United
States or Possessions. The areas of operation for the surface-to-surface
mobile units vary across the United States, but higher density operations
appear to occur near or within large cities and in general, along the eastern
and western coasts.
S Oprerating Agencies - Operating agencies having assignments include the
National Security Agency, ERDA, Air Force, Army, Department of the Interior,
Veterans Administration and the Justice Department (FBI). The latter three
agencies comprise approximately 85% of the assignments.
• Emission - The emission characteristics of the assignments are
almost exclusively 16.00F9 (16 kHz emission bandwidth, frequency modulation).
* Transmitter Power - The transmitter , powers employed vary depending
on the type of service being provided. The assignments in this band
represent base, mobile and non-portable stations. Maximum transmitter
powers are 1.0 kW. However, the number of such assignments is rather small.
A large number of assignments list powers of 1 Watt. The average trans-
mitter power is on the order of 20-50 Watts, with a large number of Justice
Department assignments at the 100 Watt level.
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e Antenna - The amount of information supplied by the data file on
antenna characteristics is very limited. Maximum gains of 15-20 dB are
provided by horn antennas. Torroidal antenna patterns (constant gain in
azimuth but not in elevation) were noted in some of the assignments. Eighty
percent of the assignments do not give antenna information.
3.4.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
o Assignment Class - There are approximately 125,000 assignments in
this band. Accordingly, this band was not analyzed with regard to the FCC
data file.
3.4.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - The majority of the 1500 assignments have
powers less than 1 W. Thirty percent of the assignments have powers of
10 and 20 W. A few assignments have powers of 40, 70 and 80 kW, and there
is a single registration at 170 kW located in Gregory, Texas.
3.4.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.4.2.5 Computer Histogramsam
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, histograms have not
been generated.
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3.5 614-960 MHz Band
3.5.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I I	 Region 2	 I	 Region 3
470-582 470-890 470-585
BROADCASTING BROADCASTING BROADCASTING
335582.— 606
BROADCASTINt; 585-610
RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATION
325	 327	 328	 329
606-790 330B	 336	 337
610-890BROADCASTINC,
329	 330	 330A
331	 332	 332A FIXED
MOBILE790-890 m«_
BROADCASTING
FIXED
BROADCASTING
330B	 332	 332A
329	 311	 331	 33t 339A	 332
	
332A 338	 339
890-942 890-942 890-942
FIXED ulmo FIXED
BROADCASTING RAD101 O, AT10N MOBILE
Radiolo; arson BROADCASTING
Radiolocarion
329	 331
	
331	 319A	 1 339..A	 140 339	 339A
942-960 942-90 942 -960
FIXED FLXED FIXED
BROADCASTIN<, MOBILE
BROADCASTING
329	 331	 333
	
319A 339A 338	 339	 339A
I
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325 In the United Kingdom, the band $82 .606 MHr is allocated on a primary
basis to the aeronautical radionavigation swvice and on it secondary basis to
the radiolocation service.
327 In France and the F. R. of Germany, the band 582.606 MHr is allocated on a
primary basis to the broadcasting service and on a secondary basis to the radio-
navigation service.
328
	
	 In Belgium, the band 582 .606 MHz is allocated on a primary basis to the radio-
navigation service and on a secondary basis to the broadcasting service.
329
	
	 In Israel, the band 582.960 MHz is also allocated to the fixed service and
mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
329A
	 In Argentina and Uruguay, the band 602-608 MHz.is allocated to the radio
Spat astronomy service,
330	 In Region I, except the African Broadcasting Area*, the radionavigation service
Spit
	
	 may continue to operate in the band 606 .610 N110 until the band is required
for the broadcasting service.
330A	 In the African Hroadcatling Area*, the band 606 .614
 MHr. is allocated to the
Spa	 radio astronomy service.
33011	 In India, the band 608 o14 MHr is also allocated to the radio astronomy
Spr2 service.
331 In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S R., the band 05-960 Milt is also allocated to the aeronautical radio-
navigation service.
332	 In Regio,. 1, except the African Broadcasting Area • , the band 606.614 MHz
Spa and in Region 3, the hand 610.614 Milt may be used by the radio astronomy
service. Administrations shall avoid using the hand concern s i for the broad•
casting service as long as riossible, and thereafter, as far as practicable, shall avoid
the use of such effective radiated powers as will cause harmful interference to
radio astronomy, observations.
In Region 2, the band W8 .614 h1111 is reserved exclusively for the radio
astronomy service until the first Administrative Radio Conference after I January,
1974 which is competent to review this provision; however, this provision does
not apply to Cuba,
332A	 Within the frcqucncy hand 620 790 Milt, assignments may be made to
Spat Ielevnian stations using frcqucncy modulation in the broadcast ing•satellite service
subject to agreement Iwtwecn the administratrom concerned and those having
services, operating in accordance with the lahle, which may be affected (see
Resolutions Nos. SIm2 2 and Spa' 3). Such stations shall not produce a
power flux density in excess of the value 129 dHWW for angles of arrival
Ics, than 20 (sec Recommendation No. Spa. 10) within the territories of
other countries without the consent of the administrations of those countries.
333 In Region 1, stations of the fixed service using tropospheric scatter may operate
in the band 790 .960 lvtllt subject to agreements between the administrations
concerned and affected. Such operations in the band 790 .860 MID shall be on
a secondary basis to those of the broadcasting service.
334
	
	 In Belgium, I n ►nce and ;Monaco, the band 790-860 MI It is allocated to the
broadcasting ccrviLc.
335	 In Australia, the band 4'0 . 500 Nil It is a!loca'%d to the fixed and mobile services.
336
	
	 In ( hina, Korea, Japan and the Philippines, the band 585 .610 Milt is also
allocated to the broadcasting semcc.
337
	
	
In Australia, the band 585 . 610 blllt is allocated on a primary basis to the
broadcasting rewire and on it secondary basis to the radionavigation service.
333
	
	
In Australia, the band 610-R20 Mill is allocated to the broadcasting service;
the bands 820 .890 Mllt and 942 .960 Milt are allocated to the fixed service.
339
	
	
In India and Pakistan. the hand 610 .9W !stilt is allocated to the broadcasting
service.
339A	 SpccdaL portion of the frcqucncy band 4(10.960 Wit may also be used, on a
Spa	 secondary basis, for experimental purposes in connection with space research.
3441	 In Region 2, the frcqucncy 915 MHt is designated for industrial, scientific
Spat and medical purposes. I mission must he confined within the limits of 1 13 MHz
of that frcqucncy. Radiocommunication services operating within these limits
must accept any harmful interference that may be experienced from the opera-
tion of industrial, scientific and medical equipment.
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Band Government
MHz Allocation
806-902
902-928 RADIOLOCATION
(ISM 915* Gll	 G59
13 MHz
928-947
ty...^^^
947-960
DOMESTIC
Non-Government
Allocation
LAND MOBILE
NG30 NG43
NG63 NG65
NG63
LAND MOBILE	 E
NG63 NG64
FIxrU
NG9 NG10 NG40
NG58 NG63
Remarks
806-881 Domestic public
881-902 (non-common carrier)
(non-conmon harrier) A
G11 Government fixed and mobile radio services, including low power radio
control operations, are permitted in the band 902-928 MHz on a secondary
basis.
09	 In the bands 902-928 iitz, 3100-3700 MHz, 5250-5350 Mtiz, 8500-9000 MHz,
9200-9300 MHz, 13.4-14.0 GHz, 15.7-17.7 Gliz and 24.05-24.25 GHz, all
Government non-military radiolocation shall be secondary to military
radiolocation.
NG9 Aural broadcast Intercity relay statlors may be an•
thorized to use the band 047-052 VIlz on the condition that
harmful Interference will not be caused to other classes of
stations operating in accordance with the Table of Irrequency
Allocations.
NG10 Frequencies In this band will be selected for assign.
Arent in such it manner that, on nn engineering basis, the
highest frequency In the band is assigned which will not cause
harmful Interference to stations In that area already assigned
frequencles In accordance with the Table of Frequency
Allocations.
NG30 Station s to the International tired public radio-
communication service to Florida, south of 25 .80' north
latitude, may be authorized to use frequencies In the band
715-800 Mile on the condition that harmful interference
will not be caused to the broadcasting service of any country.
This In an Interim allocation the termination of which will
later be specified by the Commission when It is determined
that equipments are generally available for use in bands
allocated Internationally to the fixed service.
NG40 Non Government fired stations which were author-
lied on April 15, 1958, to use frequencies In the band 890442
MHz may, upon the showing that interference Is being
caused by or to theta assignments, be authorized to use fre-
quencles In the band 047-952 MUs provided the bandwidth of
emission does not exceed 1100 kHz and provided that an
engineering study by the Commission indicate- that the
proposed frequency assignment for such stations in the
band 947 . 052 MrIs lr likely to result In the elimination of
the interference ; ,ccurring in the band 800®942 MHz. and will
not cause Interference to existing operations in the band
947--952 NHa.
NG43 Fixed stations in the domestic public radio service ►
In Alaska, south of 56 0 north latitude and east of 184 • WOO
longitude, may be authorized to use frequencies In the band
800-830 MHs, on the condition that harmful Interference will
not be caused to the broadcasting service of any country.
N058 Low potter broadcast auxiliary stations licensed
pursunut to the provisions of 174.4 37 of this chapter may be
nuthorized to operate In the band 047-952 Blilz subject to
the condition that no harmful Interference Is caused to sta-
tions operating In accordance wlth the Table of Frequency
Allocations,
NG63 Television Broadcast transintor stations holding
valid licenses on November 15. 1071, to operate In the fre-
queney band 8WS90 \lllz (chnnnels 70 9;11. Aron • cantlnue to
olmrnte in this band, pursunnt to periodic license renewals, on
a secondary basis to the Inn4 mobile radio service.
NG04 Broadcast auxiliary stations licensed as of July 10,
1070, to operate in the frequency band 042-047 MHz may
continue to so operate pending a decision as to their dis.
position through a future rule making proceeding.
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3.5.2 Present Assignments
3.5.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this band are in
the radiolocation, broadcasting, experimental and fixed services. The
remainder are in the mobile, radionavigation-satellite and radiodetermination
services. The 260 assignments in this frequency band are located uniformly
throughout the U.S.
• Operating Agencies - The agencies using this band include the Army,
Air Force, Navy and the Department of Interior.
0 Emission - The assignments in this band are frequency, pulse and
amplitude modulated, with emission bandwidths ranging from 80 kHz to 30 MHz,
10 kHz to 40 MHz and 1 to 9 MHz respectively.
• Transmitter Power - For the mast part the powers are significantly
less than 1 W. However, there are a few assignments with powers of 2,
10, 20 and 40 W. There are two assignments with powers of 600 kW and 200 W.
The 600 kW assignment is listed for the Navy, in California and Virginia, for
radiolocation land stations at 890 MHz. The 200 kW assignment is an Air
Force experimental station in Nebraska at 902 MHz.
• Antenna - Fifty percent of the assignments have parabolic antennas
with gains from 18 to 44 dB(i). The remaining assignments are an assortment
of directional and non-directional antennas, including yagi array, log
periodic, horn, quarterwave, helix, monopole and billboard antennas.
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3.5.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
Assignment Class - The band from 614-960 MHz can be divided into
several portions. The frequency range 614-806 MHx is used primarily for UHF
TV. The range 806-850 MHz is used by TV translators but these translators
will become secondary when the last license expires in 1979. The new primary
allocation for the 806 to 902 MHz band is for land mobile systems as listed
below:
LAND MOBILE
806-821 MHz - Conventional and trunked systems for private use
821-825 MHz - Reserved for land mobile
825-845 MHz - Cellular common carrier systems
845-851 MHz - Reserved for land mobile
851-866 MHz - Conventional and trunked systems for private use
866-870 MHz - Reserved for land mobile
870-890 MHz - Cellular common carrier systems
890-902 MHz - Reserved for land mobile
928-947 MHz - Reserved for land mobile
There already are a number of experimental mobile assignments issued in the
band 806-942 MHz. The band 902-928 MHz is used for industrial, scientific
and medical equipment.
The 947 to 960 MHz portion of the band is composed of fixed stations
in the public safety, auxiliary broadcast, land transportation, industrial
and experimental services.
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The more than 16,000 transmitters in this band are located uniformly
throughout the U.S.
There will be a major change in the make-up of this band, from what is
shown in the data files now, in the next 5 years.
• Emission - The emission characteristics for the most part can be
grouped according to use. The broadcast TV stations and TV translators
have a video signal with a typical emission bandwidth of 5.7 MH%, amplitude
modulated, and an audio signal frequency modulated with a typical emission
bandwidth of 250 kHz. The experimental land mobile users typically employ
emission bandwidths of 15, 16, and 36 kHz, frequency modulated. The fixed
users employ varying bandwidths, from 36 to 500 kHz, frequency modulated
for the most part.
s Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary according to service.
The TV broadcast service stations are allowed a maximum e.i.r.p., which is a
function of the antenna elevation, and is above average local terrestrial
elevation, computed on an individual basis. Generally, the TV stations
which are concentrated around large cities have low elevations, which allow
for a maximum e.i.r.p. of 5 megawatts. The FCC data list gives the powers
for TV broadcast stations in e.i.r.p. The TV translators have powers
typically of 100 Watts. The experimental land mobile stations list powers
from 50 to 150 Watts. The fixed service transmitters specify powers from
5 milliwatts to 10 Watts, with a few larger powers, e.g., 1 kW, specified
for some experimental assignments.
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3.5.2.3 Interrational Frequency List
• High Power Examination - There are approximately 13,000 assignments
in the band 614 to 960 MHz. Fifty percent of these assignments have trans-
mitter powers less than 1 kW, and the remainder span a large range from 1 kW
to 1260 W. A few s.lsct portions of the band specify a lower transmitted power.
The band 888 to 920 M11z lists powers of 50 kW or less, and the band 947 to
960 MHz indicates powers of 10 kW or less.
3.5.2.4 Classification
The majority of the 614-960 MHz band is classified as probabilistic
or non-determinent, due to large numbers of mobile transmissions. The lower
portion of the band, however, is used for UHF television broadcasting, and
emission spectra and station populations are known to a fairly high degree
of accuracy. It is for this reason that a select portion of the band,
namely 668-674 MHz, is classified deterministic and has been chosen for the
detailed analysis presented as Annex A. The 512-806 MHz portion of the band
is classified as deterministic.
3.5.2.5 Com uter Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, histograms have
not been generated.
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3.6 1220-1285 Mix Band
3.6.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Renton 1	 I	 Region 	 Region 1
1215 — 1300
RAVIOLW A11rlty
Anwleur
142 141 1,14 145
342	 In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, C zechoslo%Akta and the
U.S S W. the band 1 215 . 1 300 %illi is also allocated to the liKed service.
343
	
	
In Belgium, Prance, Norway, the Netherlands, Portugal and Sweden, the band
1215.1 3Ut1 Mlle is also alhxated to the radionamatii.n scisice
344 !n Vhuia. lndla. Indunr,ri. la}san. I'aF.ist.u. the 1'ortuguc+c thence 1'rtNlnlC1 rn
Rciiion 1 south Lit the equator. and in SµrireiLirid. the hand 1215 1 11Hi Milt 1+'11—
allocated to the lived and mobdc "nuke".
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	 in the P. R. of ticrmany, the hand 1250 . 1 300 Milt is allocated to the amateur
service.
G12 The allocation for the band 1215-1300 MHz doss not of itself necessarily
preclude Government aeronautical radionavigation operations in this band
in certain specific cases where necessary and where fully coordinated.
C55 Authority to operate a joint-use radar (Air Defense/Air Traffic Control)
in the band 216-225, 420-450, 1215-1300 and 2300-2500 MHz may be issued
to the agency responsible for the technical operation and maintenance of
that radar. Despite this dual usage, such radars shall be authorized in
the radiolocation service. present and future requirements for air defense
needs shall take precedence over any secondary usage for air traffic
control purposes,
G56 Goveiment radiolocation in the bands 1215-1300, 290D-3100, 5350-5630 and
9300- g500 MHz is primarily for the military services; however, limited
a:-condary use is permitted by other Government agencies in support of
experimentation and research programs.
C111 In the band 1215-1250 Miz, the frequency 122 71.6 M1z with emissions limited
to +12 Mlz bandwidth, is also allocated to the Radionaviga;ion Satellite
Service, for satellite down link transmissions only. ThP power flux
density at the earth's surface from such transmissions shall not exceed
-152dBw/m2/4ktlz. The Radionavigation Satellite Service shall not cause
harmful interference to the Amateur Service and shall accept any harmful
interference that may be ceased by the Amateur Service.
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3.6.2 Present -Assignments
3.6.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this band are for
the radiolocation service, with a few experimental and aeronautical surveillance
radar stations listed. The number of assignments in the 1220-1285 MHz spectral
region is approximately 300. There is a NASA experimental research non-
geostationary satellite in operation at 1274.8299 MHz. The areas of operation
vary across the United States, but higher density operations appear to occur
in Alu3ka, California and Florida.
o Operating Agencies, - Operatirg agencies include Navy, Army, Air
Force and FAA, with some use by NASA and the Coast Guard.
e Emission - The majority of the assignments employ pulse modulation, With
emission bandwidths from 100 kHz to 10 MHz. There are a few assignments with 20
MHz bandwidth. Approximately 10 1) of the assignments employ frequency modulation
(averaging 20 MHz emission bandwidth) or amplitude modulations (wit;: emission
bandwidths of 0.1 and 375 kHz). One assignment of note is an experimental
Air Force radar assigrment at 1275 MHz in Shemya, Alaska. This radar has an
emission bandwidth of 200 IdHz, and operates with a peek power of 16.8 MW.
• Transmitter power - Of special note, there are 7 assignments operating
over the frequency range 1250-1350 MHz with powers of 10 or 13 Megawatts.
These assignments are in the radiolocation, experimental research or sur-
veillance radar service. One assignment at 1275 MHz, with a power of 16.8 MW,
is described above. Of the remaining assignments, one third designate powers
of 1000 kW to 8000 kW, one third are in the range of 100 to 600 kW and the
remaining are equal to or less than 50 W.
I
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• Antenna - The majority of the antennas described in the files are
parabolic, with gains up to 47 dB(i).
3.6.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
0 Assignment Class - Half of the assignments in this band are experi-
mental research, including two mobile units. The other half of the assign-
merits are designated for the public safety service, with the majority being
mobile units. There are approximately 50 assignments in the 1220-1285 MHz
spectral region. The majority of assignments are in Kentucky, Maryland and
New York. The two experimental mobile units are authorized to operate any-
where within the 48 contiguous states.
• Emission - The majority of assignments are frequency or pulse
modulated, with emission bandwidths of 20 kHz to 22.08 MHz, and 100 kHz to
85 MHz respectively. There are a few amplitude modulated assignments with
no bandwidths specified.
• Transmitter Power - The powers given vary from 13 milliwatts to
70.7 Megawatts. This last assignment is allocated to Westi,jhouse Communica-
tion Services at Fort Meade, Maryland.
3.6.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - This band has 8 assignments, with the
majority having powers of 1200 kW. Two assignments with higher designated
powers are noted, one being 2000 kW and the other 2200 kW.
3.6.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
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3.6.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.6-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms
and Figure 3.6-2 presents the same including experimental stations.
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3.7 1350-1450 MHz Band
3.7.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1	 I Region 2	 Region 3
1330-1 MO 13SO-1400
FMW
MOtuu RADtOLOCATWN
RADIor.oCA'noN
349 349A 349 349A
1400-1427
RADIO AsnoNomy
1417-1429	 SPACE OPERATION (Telecommand)
FIXED
MOBILE except aeronautical mobile
1 On-1525 1429-1 435 1429-152S
FMED Ftxm FIXED
MOBILE except MOBILE MOBILF
aeronautical mobile
1435 —1525
MosamI
Fixed
349 In Region 2 and Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czocho-
slovakia and the U ,S,S.R„ the existing installations of the radionavigation service
may continue to operate, temporarily, in the band 1 350 .1400 MHz,
349A	 Radio astronomy observations on the Hydrogen linc displaced towards lower
Spa2 frequencies are carried out in a number of countries under national arrangements.
Administrations should bear in mind the needs of the radio astronomy service
in their future planning of the band 1 350- 1400 MHz.
i DOMESTIC
Government Non GovernmentBand
MHz Allocation
RADIOLOCATION
Allocation
1350-1400
Fixed
Mobile
G2	 G27
1400-1427 RADIO ASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRONOMY
G45
1427-1429 FIXED SPACE	 ; F.RATION
MOBILE except (Telet.,^^rand)
aeronautical Land 1'4obile
mobile (Telemetering
SPACE "PERATION and telecommand)
(Telecommand) Fixed	 {
G30 (Telemeterinyr	
I
1435-1535 MOBILE MOBILE
(Aeronautical (Aeronautical
telemetering) telemetering)
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6'._.
	02	 In the bands 216-225, 420-450+ 1300-1400, 2300-2450, 2700-2900,
5650-5925 and 9000-9200 Mx, the Government radiolocation is limited
to the military services.
027 The fixed and mobile services are limited to the military services.
G30 In the bands 138-144, 148-149.9, 150.05-150.8, 225-328.6, 335.4-399.9,
1427-1429 and 1439-1435 HHz, the fixed and mobile services are limited
primarily to operations by the military services.
G45 No stations vill be authorized to transmit in the band 21850-21870 kHz,
1400-1427 MHz, 2690-2700 HHz, 4990-5000 MHz, 10.68-10.70 GHz, 15.35-
15.40 GHs, 23.6-24.0 GHz, 31.2-31.5 GHz, 52-54.25 GHz, 58.2-59.0 C}Iz,
64-65 Gds, 86-92 GHz, 101-102 CHz, 130-140 GHs, 182-185 GHz and
230-240 Ms.
3.7.2 Present Assignments
3.7.2.1 Government Master File
9 Assignment Class - In general, the assignment class can be divided
into two portions. Below 1400 MHz the assignments are almost exclusively
experimental - either development or testing. Above 1400 MHz the assignments
are primarily for telemetering mobile stations of an aeronautical nature.
There are 140 assignments in this frequency band. The number of assignments
is divided evenly between the two classes. Locations of these assignments
are primarily around DOD test facilities as well as military installations.
Consequently, a fairly large density appears in California and the Southwest.
The 1400-1427 MHz portion of the band is an exclusive radio astronomy
allocation.
• Operating Agencies - The agencies which have assignments in the band
are confined to the DOD, specifically, the Air Force, Army and Navy. Each
has approximately an equal number of assignments.
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• Emission - The emission characteristics are fairly consistent. The
majority of the assignments employ frequency modulation, with emission band-
widths of 1 MHz. Approximately 5% of the assignments are pulsed systems
(radar), with emission bandwidths on the order of 1-10 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The maximum transmitter power identified is
4000 kW employed by a Navy radar installation at China Lake, California.
Four assignments are 40 kW, all at Camp Pendleton, California. In general,
the high power systems are in the 1350-1400 MHz range, while the powers in
the 1427-1450 MHz portion of the band are at the 10-30 Watt level.
e Antenna. - Antennas employed for the radars in the 1350-1400 MHz
portion of the band typically are 20-30 dB(i) gain arrays or reflectors.
Those employed for the airborne system in the upper portion of the band
are 0-3 dB(i) gain stubs or blades.
3.7.2.2 Federal Communication Commission Data File
e Assignment Class - There at^e 17 assignments in the 1350-1450 MHz
spectral region; of these, 13 are experimental assignments, 3 industrial,
and 1 aeronautical.
The areas of operation are California (11 assignments), Maryland (4)
and 1 assignment each in New Jersey and Maine.
• Users - The band is used by Westinghouse Communication Services,
McDonnell Douglas Radio Services Corporation and Raytheon Service Co.
3
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• Emission - Most of the assignments are frequency modulated, with
bandwidths ranging from 500 kHz to 3 MHz. There are 2 amplitude modulated
assignments, with bandwidths of 2.1 kHz. The remaining assignments are
pulse modulated, with bandwidths from 100 kHz to 10 14Hz.
• Transmitter Power - The maximum transmitter power is 3.6 W. The
remaining assignments vary from 500 milliwatts to 1 kW.
3.7.2.3 International Frequency List
9 High Power Examination - In general, the frequency band can be
divided into two portions. The 1350-1380 MHz frequency band contains assign-
ments with the majority having powers from 500 to 2200 kW and one having a power
of 6000 W. The frequency band 1380-1450 MHz contains assignments with
the majority having low powers, with the exception of 8 emitters at 20 W.
3.7.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.7.2.5 Compute Histograms
Figure 3.7-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms
for the 1350-1450 MHz band. Figure 3.7-2 presents the same including experi-
mental assignments.
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3.8 1636.5-1670 MHz Band
3.8.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
1636.5 -1 644
MARITIME MOWLE-SATELLITE
352	 352D	 352H
1 644 -1 64S
AERONAUTICAL MOatLE-SATELLITE (R)
MARITIME MOBILII-SATELLITE
352	 352D	 352E
1643 -1660
AERONAUTICAL WMU-SATELLrm (R)
352	 352D	 352J
1660 -1670
METEOROLOGICAL AIDS
RADIO ASTRONOMY
I 353A
	 354
	
354A
	 354B
3S2	 In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
Spa U.S.S.R., the band 1 535-I 660 MHz is also allocated to the fired service. As
regards the category of the fixed service in the band 1 535-I 540 MHz, we Resolu-
tion No. Spa 3.
352D	 In Austria, Indonesia and the F. R. of Germany, the band 1 540 .1 660MHr is
Spe	 also allocated to the fixed service,
352H	 The use of the band 1636 . 5 - 1 644 MHz is limited to trrnsmissions from
Spa2 earth to space stations in the maritime mobile-satellite service for commu-
nication and/or radiodetermination purposes. Transmissions from ship sta-
tions directly to coast sl,.tions, or between ship stations, are also authorized
when such transmissions are used to extend or supplement the ship,to-satellite
links.
3521	 The use of the band 1 644 -1 645 MHz is limited to transmissions from
Spat earth to space stations in the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) and mantlme
mobile-satellite services for communication and/or radiodetermination purposes.
Transmissions from mobile stations directly to land stations, or between mobile
stations, of the aeronautical mobile (R) and maritime mobile services, are also
authorized. The utilization of this band is subject to prior operational co-
ordination between the two services.
352J	 The use of the band 1 645 — 1 660 MHz is limited to transmissions from
Spat earth to space stations in the aeronautical mobile-satellite (R) service for
communication and/or radiodetermination purposes. Transmissions from air-
craft stations in the aeronautical mobile (R) service directly to terrestrial aero-
nautical stations, or between aircraft stations, are also authorized when such
transmissions are used to extend or supplement the aircraft-to-satellite links.
f
43
L
3d3A
	
In view of the successtmi detection by astronomers of two hydroxyl spectral
ft4 lines in the regions of 1 663 MHz and 1 667 MHz, administrations are urred to give
all practicable protection in the band 1660- 1 670 MHz for future research in
radio astronomy particularly by eliminating air-to-ground transmissions in the
meteorological aids service in the band 1664-4 -1668 4  MHz as soon a practi.
cable.
X4 In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungry, Poland, Kw4mania, Caeabottovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the bands 1660-1690 MHz, 3163.3 193 MHz, 4 6004 310 MHz,
3 800.3 $IS MHz and 8 61104 700 MHz are ale used for radio astronomy obser-
vatioos.
354A	 In Bulgaria, Cuba, Ethiopia, Hungary, Israel, Jordan, Kenya, Kuwait,
Spat Lebanon, Ugrnda, Pakistan, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Roumania,
Syna, Tanzania, Czechoslovakia, the U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia, the bands
1 660 1 670 MHz and 1 640 -1 7W MHz are also allocated to the Axed.
service and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
In Australia, Cyprus, Spain, Ethiopia, lndonwia, Israel, Now Zealand, Portugal,
Spa the Spanish Provinces in Africa, the United Kingdom, Sweden and Switzorland,
the band 1 6601 670 MHz is also allocatod, on a secondary basis, to the Axed
service, and rho mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
DOMESTIC 1
Band
,	 ^_
Government
a	 F-
Non-Government
MHz Allocation Allocation
16:b.5- MARITIME MOBILE- MARITIME MOBILE-
1644 SATELLITE SATELLITE
1644- 1 645 AFRONALITP AL MOBILE- AFROiiAOTIiAI-MUBILF
SAi°LLLIII	 (h) SATELLITE	 (R)
MARITIMF MOBILE- MARITIME MOBILE-
SATELLITE SATELLITI
1645-1660 AERONAUTI0t AERONAUTIVAL
MOBILE-SATIIIITE(R) MOBILE-SATFLLITE(R),
1660-1670 METEOROLOGICIL METFOROLOGICAL
AIDS AIDS
(Radiosonde) (Radiosond,.)
RADIO ASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRONOMY
3.8.2 Present Assignments
3.8.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - All of the assignments are experimental except
for one airborne radar altimeter. Two of the assignments are for Earth-to-
space transmissions by NASA to ATS-6, to support the PLACE experiment. The
government master file contains only 6 assignments in this band. Geo-
graphically, the assignments are not centralized to one area.
i
^I
• Operating Agencies - The operating agencies are NASA, LRDA and the
Air Force.
• Emission - The emissions are frequency modulated except for the
radar altimeter. The emission bandwidths are 1 to 12 MHz.
• Transmitter Power
,
- The transmitter powers employed are 1 kW for
the space systems, and 20 Watts, 75 Watts and 1 kW for the terrestrial systems.
• Antenna - The terrestrial systems use parabolic antennas with gains
on the order of 18-25 dB(i). The space systems (Earth-to-space) employ
35 dB(i) gain reflectors.
3.8.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment  Class
.
 - This band is comprised almost exclusively of
industrial mobile users through the U.S. There are a few assignments for
mobile auxiliary broadcast, radioastronomy, aviation, forestry and industrial
radiolocation. There are a total of 215 assignments with mobile units
authorized to operate throughout the U.S.
• UsersA - With the exception of one assignment to the state of
Maryland, the assignments are all allocated to private interests.
• Emission - The mobile industrial users, which basically make up
the band, have emission bandw 4o the of 3 kHz, and use amplitude modulation.
the remaining assignments vary from 25 kHz - 10 MHz, frequency modulated,
and 1 - 10 kHz, amplitude modulated.
r
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Transmitter Poorer - The majority of assignments use powers of 100 W.
The remaining few range from 25 W to 350 W.
3.8.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination
, - In this band there are 2 assignments at
30 kW, with the remaining assignments being less than 2.1 kW. Many assign-
ments do not designate the power.
3.8.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.8.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.8-1 pr cen t s the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.8-2 presents the same including experimental stations.
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3.9 2040-2110 MHz Band
3.9.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1 Region 2	 I	 Region 3
1 7" 2 2" 1790	 2 2"
F'lxtl) FIXED
Mobile MOSILE
356	 356AD	 356ABA
356AC 356A	 356A8	 356ABA
336
	
In Switzerland, the band 1 710 — 2 290 MHz is allocated to the fixed service
SI*2 and the mobile, except the aeronautical mobile, service and the band 1 770
1 790 MHz is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the meteorological-satellito
service.
3.%A	 Ir. Region 2, in Australia and Japan, the band 1 750 = 1 850 MHz may also
Spat be used for Varth-to-space transmissions, and in Regions 2 and 3, the hand
2 200 2 290 Milt may also be used for space-to•t arth transmissions in the
space research service, subject to agreement between the administrations con-
cerned and those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which
may be affected.
3%AB	 In Regions 2 and 3 and in Spain, in the hand 2025 2 120 MHz ['arch-to•
Spat space transmissions in the earth exploration-satellite service maN be uuthorizcd
with equality of right It1 operate With %cation. of other apace radiocommunication
services in this band and subject to agreement between the administrations con-
ccrncd and those having services, operating in accordance with the fable, which
may he affected.
356ABA	 In Region 2, in Australia and Spain, in the band 2023 2 120 Mliz and in
Spat Regions I and 3, in the band 2 110 2 120 MHz Larth-to-space transmissions in
the space research service may be authorized with equality of right to operate
with other spade radiocommunication services in these bands and subject to
agreement between the administrations concerned and those having services, ope-
rating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected,
356AC
	
In Region I, in the bans' : ^%6 2 120 MHz, I arth•to-space transmissions
Spn2 in the earth exploration satellite service may be authorized with equality of
right to operate with stations of [tither space radiocontinunication services in this
band and subject to agreement between the administrations concerned and those
naving services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected
(see No. 356A8).
NG11 Television Intercity relay stations may be author•
Ired to use frequencies In this band on the condition that
harmful Interference will not be caused to stations operating
In accordance with the Table of Frequency Allocations.
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3.9.2 Present Assignments
3.9.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The assignment class is almost exclusively experi-
mental research, includin g Earth-to-space transmissions to low orbit, geo-
stationary and deep space spacecraft (at -the band edge 2110 MHz). There are
approximately 100 assignments in the band. Most of the assignments are
located at the NASA Space Tracking and Data Acquisition stations in Guam,
Hawaii, California, North Carolina and Alaska.
• Operating A ec^ ncies - The only agency with assignments in the band is
NASA, with transmissions occurring from Rosman, N. C.; Fairbanks, Alaska;
Goldstone, Calif.; Merritt Island, Florida; Guam and Hawaii. Operation
would generally occur only on an intermittent basis.
• Emission - In general, the emission bandwidths range from 1 to 3 MHz,
employing FM techniques.
• Transmitter Power - The majority of the assignments indicate a 10 kW
level of RF output. Most of the time, however, especially when working low-
orbit spacecraft, 100-200 Watts is sufficient. The higher power capabilities
are provided as backup safety systems, for instance, when a spacecraft
tumbles, and commands must pass through receiver antennas with a gain of
no more than 0 dB(i).
i Antenna - Antennas employed are parabolic reflectors with gains
ranging from 20-40 dB(i).
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3.9.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
•	 Assignment Class - This band is used almost exclusively by the
Auxiliary Broadcast for Television Intercity Relay and Television Pick-up.
There are two point-to-point fixed microwave assignments and one fixed
experimental assignment. There are approximately 500 assignments throughout
the United States.
• Users - The users of this band are mainly television and radio
stations and state agencies.
• Emission - Most of the assignments .,re frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths from 1 to 18 MHz. There are a few auxiliary broadcast
assignments, with emission bandwidths of 25 MHz. The experimental assignments
have emission bandwidths of 5 MHz. The fixed microwave assignments have
emission bandwidths of 3 MHz and 800 kHz.
o Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers in this band vary from
1 to 16 Watts, with a few less than 1 Watt.
3.9.2.3 International Frequenc List.
High Power Examination - The ma li ority of the 500 assignments are
less than 1 kW. One fifth of the assignments have powers between 1 kW
and 50 kW. Thirty assignments designate powers of 160 kW.
3.9.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.9.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.9-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.9-2 presents the same include experimental assignments.
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3.10 2200-2300 MHz Band
3.10.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I Region 2	 I	 Region 3
1790-2290 1 790	 22"
FIXED FIXED
Mobile MOBILE
356	 356AB	 356ABA
356AC 356A	 356AB	 356AB.A
2 290 -2300 2 290 = 2 300
FIXED FIXED
SPACE RESEARCH MOBILE
(Space-to-Farth) SPACE RESEARCH (Space-to-Earth)
Mobile
3560
356	 In Switzerland, the band 1 710 - 2 290 MHz is allocated to the fixed service
SNa2 aad the mobile, except the aeronautical mobile, service and the band 1 770
1 790 MHz is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the metcorological-satellite
service,
356A
	
In Region ?, in Australia and ;apan, the band 1 750 1 850 MHz may also
Spat be used for Earth-to ;price transmissions. and in Regions 2 and 3, the band
2 200 2 290 MHz mar also be used for space-to-Earth transmissions in the
space research service, suhtect to agreement between the administrations con-
cerned and those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which
may be atfceted.
356:18	 In Regions 2 and 1 and in Spain, in the band 2025	 120 MHz Farth-to-
Spa2 space transmissions in the earth crploration-satellite service may he authorized
with equality of right to operate with stations of other space radiocommunication
services in this hand and subject to agreement between the administrations con-
ccrned and tho,c having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which
may he affected.
356ABA	 In Region 2, in Australia and Spain, in the band 2025 - 2 120 MHz and in
Spat Regions I and 3, in the band 2 110 2 120 MHz Earth-to-space transmissions in
the space research service may be authorized with equality of right to operate
with other space radiocommunication services in these hands and subject to
agreement hctwcen the administrations concerned and those having services, ope-
rating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected.
356AC	 In Region I, in the band 2096 2120 MHz, Earth-to-spacc transmissions
Spr2 in the earth exploration-satellite scrvicc may be authorized with equality of
right to operate with stations of other space radiocommunication services in this
band and subject to agrecnient between the administrations concerned and those
naving services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected
(see No. 356.AB).
3560	 In Austria, the %pace rewarch wroce in the band 2290-2 300 MHz is a secondary
Spa	 service.
a
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DOMESTIC
Band	 Government
	 Non-Government
MHz	 Allocation	 Allocation
2200-2290	 FIXED (LOS only)
MOBILE (LOS only
including aero-
nautical tel-
	 !
metering, but ex-
cluding flight
testing of manned
aircraft)
SPACE RESEARCH
(Space-to-Earth)G 
2290-2300	 SPACE RESEARCH
Space-to-Earth)
Deep space only)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile
G101
SPACE RESEARCH
(Space-to-Earth)
(Deep space only)
G101	 In the band 2200-2300 Miz, telematering, tracking, ranging, analog/digital
data and/or voice from operational space stations may be accomodated on
a co-equal basis with fixed, mobile and space research services.
3.10.2 Present Assignments
3.10.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The assignments for the most part are experimental
or mobile stations (specifically telemetering). There are a few maritime
mobile, aeronautical mobile and space tracking and telemetering stations.
The space stations are assigned throughout the spectral region 2200 to
2300 MHz. There are approximately 800 assignments distributed throughout
the U.S.
9 Operating Agencies - The Air Force, Army and Navy are the users most
often listed in the data files. However, other agencies such as NASA, Coast
Guard, National Security Agency, ERDA, also make use of this band. The
space stations are operated by NASA and the Air Force.
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• Emission
.
- Most assignments are frequency modulated, with emission
bandwidths from .1 kHz to 10 MHz. There are some bandwidths in the range
10 MHz to 30 MHz. A few assignments are pulse modulated, with bandwidths
up to 1 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers for the most part are
less than .1 kW, with a few 1 kW assignments. One exception is an Air Force
experimental research assignment at 2250 MHz, with a transmitter power of
2 kW, and an emission bandwidth of 10 MHz, pulse modulated.
• Antenna - Antennas of various kinds are used in this frequency band,
ranging from paraboli:s with gains of 30 dB(i) to horizontally omnidirectional
antennas with gains of 8 dB(i).
3.10.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignmente  Class - This frequency band is almost exclusiv, g ly made up
of industrial users (mainly mobile units). The remaining few assignments
are experimental mobile units and public safety assigm;ents. There are a
total of 435 assignments located throughout the 48 contiguous states.
• Emission - The majority of assignments are amplitude modulated, with
bandwidths ranging from 2 to 8 kHz. The remaining assignments are frequency
modulated, with bandwidths of 250 kHz to 20 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers designated vary from
100 milliwatts to 2 W.
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3.10.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - The majority of the 1200 assignments are
less than 1 W. Ten percent of the assignments have powers between 1 and
50 M There are 24 assignments which designate powers of 160 M Five
percent of the assignments do not specify powers.
3.10.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic, non-deterministic
3.10.2.4 Computer Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, histograms have
not been generated.
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Ml 2655-2690 MHz Band
3.11.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 I	 Region	-2
-
 
	 Region 3
2 655 2 6902 655 2 690
FIxFD 1640 3641)
MOBILE CXCept
aeronautical mobile
BROAI)('ASTRr(,-
3ATHLITr 361B 364H
Flxtt) 3630 3640
I'IXFO-SATFLLtTF (Earth-to-space)
Moau.F except aeronautical mobile
BROAD('ASW46-SATFLt.ITF 361B 36411
	
363	 364 3641- 164;
	
1641 16.3E 3640;
	
361B	 The use of the hand 2 500 2 690 MHz by the broadcasting-satellite service
Spat is limited to domestic and regional system% for community reception and such
use is subject to agreement between the administrations concerned and those
having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be affected
(s4Lc • Resolutions Nos. Spa: 2 and Spat 3). The power flux densit y at the
Larth's surface shall not exceed the values given in twos. 47ON1i 470NK.
363	 In the F. R. of Germany, the band 2 550-2 690 Nil It is allocated to the fixed
Spa	 service; and the band 2 690-2 7W %II It is also allocated to the fixed service.
364	 In Region I, tropospheric scatter systems may operate in the band 2 550 -
Spat 2690 MHz, subject to agreement between the administrations concerned and
those having terrestrial radiocommunication services, operating in accordance
with the Table, which magi be affected.
	
364('	 when planning new tropospheric scatter radio-relay links in the band 2 5O0 -
	
Spe2	 2 690 MHz, all possible measures shall be taken to avoid directing the antennae
of these links toward% the gcostatiunars satellite orbit.
	
3641)	 Administrations shall make all practicable effort to avoid developing new
Spat tropospheric scatter systems in the band 2 655 2 690 MHz.
	
364F	 In Bulgaria, Iran, Portugal and the U.S.S.R.. the band 2 500 -- 2 690 MHz
	
Spat	 is allocated to the fixed service and the mobile, except aeronautical mobile, service.
	
364(;	 Radio astronomy observations in the band 2 670 - 2 690 MHz are carried
Spa2 out in a number of countries under national arrangements. Administrations
should bear in mind the needs of the radio astronomy service in their future
planning of this band.
	
3641	 In the design of systems in the broadcasting-satellite service, administrations
Spat are urged to take all necessary steps to protect the radio astronomy service in
the band 2 690 -• 2 700 MHz.
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OOMESTIC
Band	 Government	 Non-Government
MHz
	
Allocation	 Allocation	 Remarks
2655-2690 BROADCASTING-	 (Note: Also fixed-satellite by
SVELLITE	 non-Government footnote)
FIXED
NGA NG47 NG101
NG102
NO$ Fregaencles In this band will be selected for assign.
went In such a manner that, on An engineering basis, the
lowest frequency In the band U assigned which will not cause
harmful Interference to stations in that area already As•
signed frequencies In accordance with the Tab)* of Frequency
allocation.
N047 In the band 2500. 4690 MHr, the television channels
2650-2056 MHz, 2564-2648 MHz, and 2674-2680 MHz and
the corresponding response frequencies 2686.9375 MHz, 2687.-
0375 :IHx and 2088.9375 MHz may be assigned to operational
Axed stations In the public safety xerrices (Part 89 of this
chapter) on a primary basis and to operational Axed stations
In other seryleex on a secondary basis. Ilueb assignment, are
subject to the condition that all operational Axed stations must
comply with the technical standards applicable to stations In
the Instructional television Axed service contained In Subpart
I of Part 74 of this chatper. All other frequencies In this band
for terrestrial operations aca available for assignment only
to stations In the Instructional television Axed xervlca. $is.
tlons authprized In this band as of July 16, 1971, which do not
comply with the above provisions may continue to operate on
their presently assigned frequencies on a co-equal basis with
other stations operating In accordance with the table of fre-
quency allocations. Requext: for subsequent license renewals
or modifications of existing licenses will be considered ; how.
ever, expansion of systems comprised of such stations will
not be permitted. In Alaska, however, frequencies within the
band 2055-2690 MITz Are not available for assignment to
terrestrial stations.
N0101 The use of the Mod 2500 2600 MIlz by the Wan-
canting satellite service Is limited to domestic and regional
systems for community reception of educational television
programing and publle service information. Such use Is sub.
Ject to agreement ntnong administrations concerned and those
having services operating in accordance with the table, which
may be affected. Unless such agreement Includes the use of
higher values, the power flux density at the earth's surface pro-
duced by emissions from n space station in tills service ahall
not exceed those values set forth In Part 73 of the rules for
this frequency band.
Na102 The frequency bands 2500 2535 M11% (spacedo,
earth) and 2655-2600 MHz (earth-to-space) Are allocated for
use In the f)xed .sntellite service as follows:
(a) For common carrier use In Alaska, for IntrA•A)Askn
service only, and, in the mid and nextern Paclfie area lnclud.
Ing .American S;unna, the Trust 'I'crrltory of the I'arl0c
Island., Guam and Ila%Nall;
(b) For educational n,e in the eontignous United States.
Aln4a, and the mid and wr s N •rn 1'acltle area Inchtding
American Samna, (lie Trust Tvirilorc of the I'aci0c I!Ianus,
t)aam and Ih i%all.
Snell one is subJret to ncrectneut ultb ndlninktrallonR h:ninF
sprelce operatin g It neeordatiee p ith the table, uhhv h may he
nfreeted. In the band :'.314 m2535 M117, unless midi agreement
lnvlttdex the lis p
 of hither vahuvs, the [saver Oux density at
the eartli's surface produced by enA,sions from a space station
In thl y
 service shall not exceed the values sot forth III 23
of the rules for this fre q uency band.
)TZIGINAL PAGE IS
ALFry
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3.11.2 Present Assignments
3.11.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class	 In this frequency band there is only one assign-
ment, an experimental research station transmitting from space.
e Operating A .ncies - This assignment is for the ATS-6 satellite
under control of Goddard Space Flight Center.
• Emission - This assignment is frequency modu:a-ed, with an emission
bandwidth of 40 MHz.
e Transmitter Power - The specified transmitter power is .015 kW.
e Antenna - The parabolic antenna has a gain of -45 dR(i).
3.11.2.2 Federal Communications Commission_ Data File
• Assignment Class - The assignments in this band are mainly auxiliary
broadcast (Instructional Television Fixed Service, ITFS), with some public
safety stations. The majority of assignments are located in California,
New Jersey, New York, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. The remaining assign-
ments are distributed throughout the U.S.
Emission - The majority of assignments (ITFS) are combined amplitude
and frequency modulated signals (one carrying the sound portion, the other
carrying video for TV broadcasting). Other assignments indicate emission
bandwidths of 5.75 to 6 MHz, amplitude modulated; 17 MHz, frequency modulated;
and a single assignment with a 500 kHz, pulse modulated; and 2 kHz, frequency
modulated, signal.
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Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from 130 microwatts
to 100 Watts.
3.11.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - There are 115 assignments in this band.
Powers designated are less than .1 kW, except 10 at 10 kW and 1 at 1 kW.
3.11.2.4 Classification
Overall, the band is classified as probabilistic. However, since
the ITFS is fairlv well defined in the U.S., both technically and geographically,
certain portions of the band can be analyzed in a deterministic manner.
3.11.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3,11-1 presents the emitter and power histograms for the
2655-2690 MHz band.
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3.12 2690-2700 MHz Band
3.12.1 Allocations
P.-ERNAT IONAL
Region I	 I	 Region 2	 I	 Region 3^
2 640 2 700
RADIO ASMOVOMY
233B 363 364A 304B
233B	 In making assignments to stations of other services to which the bands
Spat 1775 38 25 MHz. 15005 153 MHz. 406 1 410 MHz, 2 690 . 2 700 MHz
and 4 700 5 000 MHz are allocated, administrations are urged to take all
practicable steps to protect radio astronomy observations from harmful inter-
ference.
363	 In the F. R. of Germany, the band 2 550-2 690 %11 It is allocated to the fixed
Spa	 servi,c; and the band 2 690-2 7;10 %Il lz is also allocated to the fixed service.
364A	 In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, India, Israel, Kuwait, Lebanon, Morocco,
Spa2 Pakistan, the Philippines, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Roumania, Cze-
choslovakia, the U.S.S.R. and Yugoslavia, the band 2 690 , - 2 700 MHz is also
allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
364B	 In Algeria, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia,
Spa Roumania. Czechoslovakia and the U.S.S.R., tropospheric scatter systems may
operate in the band 2 690-2 7(X) MIN under agreements concluded between
administrations concerned and those having services operating in accordance
with the I'able, which may be atTected.
DOMESTIC _----
Band o-^	 Government	 _ Hon-Government
MHz	 Allocation	 Allocation
2690-1700
	
	
RADIO ASTRONOMY	 RADIO ASTRONOMY
G45
G45 No stations will be authorized to transmit in the band 21850-21870 kHz,
1400-1427 Miz, 269G-2700 l21z, 4996-5000 MHz, 10.68-10.70 GHz, 15.35-
15.40 GHz, 23.6-24.0 Gliz, 31.2-31.5 CHz, 52-54.25 GHz, 58.2-59.0 GHz,
64-65 GHz, 86-92 GHz, 101-102 GHz, 130-140 GHz, 182-185 GHz and
230-240 GHz.
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3.12.2 Present Assignments
3.12.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The band is allocated exclusively to the radio-
astronomy service. A radionavigation land station and surveillance radar
station are the only other assignments in this band. They are located in
California and Texas respectively.
• Operating Agencies - The radionavigation station is operated by
the Naval Air Station, and the surveillance radar is operated by the Air
Force.
• Emission - The assignments are pulse modulated, with emission band-
widths of 1.44 MHz and 11 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers are 230 and 600 W.
• Antenna._- The Navy specifies a parabolic antenna with a gain of
34 dB(i), and the Air Force specifies a parabolic antenna with a gain of
20 dB(i).
3.12.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
Assignment Class - The assignments in this band are almost exclusively
experimental, with 40 of them being mobile units. A large concentration of
the total 42 assignments are located in Wisconsin and Texas,
• Users - Private industry is the primary user in this band.
• Emission - The assignments are frequency modulated, with emission
bandwidths of 6 kHz.
F
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• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from 100 milliwatts
to 75 Watts.
3.12.2.3 International Frequency List
9 High Power Examination - There are 22 assignments in the band. The
majority are radioastronomy stations, A few stations specify powers less
than 1 kW, and there is one assignment of 460 kW and two assignments of
500 kW.
3.12.2.4 Classification
For the most part, this is a quiet frequency band allocated exclusively
to the radicastronomy service for continuum measurements. Classification
is not applicable.
3.12.2.5 Computer Histograms
Histograms are not considered appropriate for this band.
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3.13 4200-4400 MHz Band
3.13.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 I =.	 Region 2	 Region 3
4200-440 
AERONAUTICAL RADIONAVIGATION
352A 379A 381 382 383
352A
	
The bands 1 558 . 5 - 1636 ,5 MHz, 4 200 - 4 400 MHz, 5 000 5 250 MHz
Sps2 and 154 - 15 . 7 GHz are reserved on a world-wide basis for the use and develop-
ment of airborne electronic aids to air navigation and any directly associated
ground-based or satellite-borne facilities.
379.4	 The standard frequency-satellite service and the time signal-satellite service
Spat may be authorized to use the frequency 4 202 MHz for space to-Earth transmis-
sions and the frequency 6427 MHz for Earth-to-space transmissions. Such
transmissions shall be confined within the limits of ±2 MHz of these frequencies
and shall be subject to agreement between the administrations concerned and
those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.
381	 In China and the Philippines, the band 4 200=4 400 M iriz is also allocated,
on a ,$econdary basis, to the fixed service.
382 In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the band 4 200.4 400 MHz is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services subject to causing no harmful interference to the aeronautical radio.
navigation service used by aircraft on international air routes an these countries.
383 In Austria, Denmark, Norway, the F. R. of Germany, Sweden and Switzerland,
the band 4 200-4 210 kittz is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to the fixed
service.
DOMESTIC
Band	
-
Government Non-Gavernejrt
MHz Allocation Alloce'ior.
4200-4400 AERONAUTICAL AER'TIAUUTICAl_RADIDNAVIGATIOtl RADIO%AVIGATiGt7
G58
G58	 No stations will be authorized to transmit in the band 4200-4400 Mz
except altimeter stations and experimental stations. Experimental
stations will not be, authorized to develop equipment for operational
use in this band other than equipment related to altimeter stations.
1
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3.13.2 Present Allocations
3.13.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The assignments in this band are made up of users
in the experimental and aeronautical radionavigation service (altimeters).
The 39 assignments are mainly located in the western portion of the U.S.
• Operating Agencies - The Navy and Air Force are the primary users,
with some assignments used by the Departments of Commerce, Interior, Army,
NASA, and ERDA.
• Emission - The assignments are mainly pulse modulated, with emission
bandwidths from 600 kHz to 180 MHz. There are some frequency modulated
systems, with bandwidths from 100 kHz to 110 MHz, and a few amplitude modulated
assignments, varying from .01 to 6 kHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from .5 Watts to .5 kW.
There are four exceptions to this. One Air Force experimental testing assign-
ment operating over the range 4200-4990 MHz specifies a transmitter power of
2 kW, with an emission bandwidth of 20 MHz, pulse modulated. There are three
Air Force experimental testing assignments operating over the same range,
with specified transmitter powers of 5 kW, and emission bandwidths of 6 kHz
and 50 kHz, amplitude and pulse modulated respectively. The other assign-
ment is unmodulated. The antenna designated for these three assignments has
a gain of 30 dB(i).
e Antenna - The antennas specified in this band are horns, arrays and
parabolic reflectors with gains up to 40 dB(i) on the latter.
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3.13.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
s Assignmentm  Class - This band is used for industrial, experimental and
aviation radionavigation service. There are a total of 19 assignments
in this band, located in California and Oklahoma.
s Emission - The assignments in this band are mainly frequency modulated,
with bandwidths of 20 kHz. The remaining assignments are amplitude modulated,
with emission bandwidths of 2 kHz, and pulse modulated, with emission bandwidths
of 10, 32, and 110 MHz.
s Transmitter Power - The majority of transmitter powers specified are
on the order of 200 Watts. The remaining powers vary from 1 milliwatt
to 20 kW.
3.13.2.3 International Frequency List
s High Power Examination - The 73 assignments 'n this band list trans-
mitter powers of less than .01 kW.
3.13.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.13.2.5 Com uter Histograms
Figure 3.13-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.13-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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f3.14 4995-5000 MHz Band
3.14.1 Allocations
01TERNATIONAL
Region 1 Rcgion 2	 I	 Region 3
4 990 .. sow 4 990 - 5 000 4 990 © 5 000
FIXED RADIO *STAONOMY FIXED
MOBILE MOBILE
RADIO ASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRONOMY
2338 383A 2338
1338	 In making assignments to stations of other services to which the bands
Sp*2 37 75 3825 MHO. I50OS 153 MHr. 406 1 410 MHz. 2 690 2 700 MHz
and 4 700 5 000 NiHz arc allocated. administrations are urged to take all
practicable steps to protect radio astronomy observations from harmful inter.
ferencc.
383.E	 In (arha, the hand 4 990 5 1)(11) N1 Hi „ also allocated to the fixed and mobile
Spat	 services. and the provisions of tire. 23311 apply.
DOMESTIC
Band	 Government	 Non-Government
MHz
	
Allocation	 Allocation
4990-5000	 RADIO ASTRONOMY	 RADIO AS7110NOMYI	 G45
G45 No stations will be authorized to transmit in the band 21850-21870 kHz,
1400-1427 Niz, 2690-2700 MHz, 4990-5000 MHz, 10.68-10.70 Gliz, 15.35-
15.40 GHz, 23.6-24.0 GHz, 31.2-31.5 CHz, 52-54.25 GHz, 58.2-59.0 Gliz,
64-65 GHz, 86-92 GHz, 101-102 GHz, 130-140 GHz, 182-185 GHz and
230-240 GHz.
3.14.2 Present Assignmentse
3.14.2.1 Government Master File
There are no assignments in the frequency range 4995-5000 MHz in the
Government Master File. This band is an exclusive radioastronomy allocation.
OPOV
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3.14,2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class
,
- This frequency band contains one fixed experimental
assignment located in California.
• User, - This sole assignment in this band is for Rockwell International
Corporation.
• Emission - The assignment is amplitude modulated, with an emission
bandwidth of 2 kHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power specified is 100 milliwatts.
3.14.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - There are 15 assignments in this band, with
11 of them being radioastronomy stations. Two of the remaining assignments
have transmitter powers of 1 kW, and the remainder are equal to or less than
.05 W.
3.14.2.4 Classification
This is a quiet band, allocated exclusively to the radioastronomy service.
Classification is not applicable.
3.14.2.5 Cuter Histograms
Histograms are not considered appropriate for this band.
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3.15 5725-5925 MHz Band
3.15.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1 Region 2 Region 3
5 725	 5 850 5 725	 5 850
I'M [MAT I LI IT R ADIOLOCATION
(E art h-to•spacc) Amateur
RADIOLWATION
Amateur
354	 388	 390
391	 391 A 389	 391	 391A
5 850	 5 925 5 850	 5 925 5 850	 5 925
VIttn 1 Ittu
Fltin^rATllill[ h	 R Aniotik'AimN EI 41­ Oa1ATIItITt
tE ,nth Ir + rpa^et (	 4mareur (I-atth•to space)
Mc,illl l I MuNI[ f
Rudu,lnrdhrur
191 tqI i91
354 In Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
U.S.S.R., the bands 1660-1690  MHz, 3165-3195  MHz, 4 800-4 810 MHz,
5 800.5 815 kith and 8 680 .8 700 bill.- are also used for radio astronomy obser-
vations.
388
	
	 In the F. R. of Oermany, the band 5 650 .5 795 Nllfz is allocated to the amateur
service and the band 5 7 7 5 .5 850 MHz is allocated to the axed service.
389	 fit
	 India. Indonesia. Japan and Pakistan, the band 5 650 5 850 MHz is also
allocated to the fixed and mobile services.
3"	 In Albania. Bulgaria. Hungary, Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and itte
Spa2
	
	 IJ.S.S.k.. the hand 5 800 5 850 MHz is allocated to the fixed, mobile and fixed-
satellite serVl[es.
391 The frequency 5 800 MHz is designated for industrial, scientific and medical
purposes. [.-missions must be contined within the limits of z° 75 MHz of that
frequency. Radio.ommunwattun services operating within those limits must
accept any harmful interference that may be experienced from the operation of
industrial, scientaw and medical equipment.
391 	 Radio astronomy observations are being carried out in the bands 5 750
Spat 5 770 MHz and 36 458 36 488 GHr in a number of countries under national
arrangements. Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect
radio astronom y
 observations in these bands from harmful interference.
DOMESTIC
Band Governiten+ "ion-Gover nment
MHz Allocation Allocation
5650-5925 RADIOLOCATION Amateur
(ISM 5800 +
75 MHz)	 F'
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3.15.2 Present_ Assignments
3.15.2.1 Government Master File
• Assiygnment Class - This band is used prima rily for experimental and
radiolocation (mobile) stations. Th p. other services assigned in this band
are for surveillance radar, radiolocation land stations and radionavigation
mobile stations. The approximately 150 stations are located throughout the
U.S.
• Operating A enci_es - This band is used primarily by the Army, Air
Force and Navy. There is a NASA experimental research station (ATS-6) trans-
mitting from space at 5765 MHz.
• Emission - The emissions are almost entirely pulse modulated, with
emission bandwidths from 4 to 35 MHz. There are a few frequency modulated
assignments, with an emission bandwidth of 1.4 MHz. The few amplitude
modulated assignments have bandwidths of .01, .1 and 2 kHz.
o Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from .0001 to 4 kW,
with 11 assignments in the 250 to 300 kW range and two assignments at 1000 W.
• Antenna - A variety of antennas are used throughout this band. The
only gains listed, however, are 30 to 44 dB(i) for parabolic antennas.
3.15.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
Assignment Class - There are 12 assignments in this band. Of these
12, half are experimental systems; a third are fixed common carrier systems
and one is used for industrial, scientific and medical purposes. There is
also one communication-satellite earth station assignment. The assignments
are concentrated in "alifornia.
I
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• Emission - The majority of assignments are frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths from 19.8 to 36 MHz. There is one pulse modulated system,
with an emission bandwidth of 20 MHz, and two amplitude modulated systems,
with bandwidths of .1 and 190 kHz.
a Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from 36 milliwatts
to 2.8 kilowatts.
3.15.2.3 Irternational Frequency List
• High Power Examination - This frequency band of 90 assignments can
be divided into two portions, with one portion, 5725 to 5840 P- .1Hz, having trans-
mitter powers of less than 1 kW, and 10 assignments having powers of 250 W.
The second portion, 5843 to 5925 MHz indicates powers of 1 kW or less.
3.15.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.15.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.15-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.15-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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3.16 5925-6425 MHz Band
3.16.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1
	
Region v
	 . 	 Region !
5 925 6 425
F.Ixfo
Uwl)•%^Tlttill (Earth- to•spaw
WHILI
DOMESTIC
liana	 Government
	
Non-Government
MHz	 Allocation
	
Allocation
5925-64^.5	 FIXED
FIXED••SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
NG41
Remarks
Domestic publict
N041 Frevuenclea in the bands 3700,--4200 MIIz, 5925-
0425 MIIZ, and 10.7-12.7 Gills may also be assigned to ata-
lions In the International fixed public and International control
rerrlces located In U.S. Poeeeeelons In the Caribbean area.
3.16.2 Present Assignments
3.16.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this band are for fixed
stations or radiobeacon mobile stations. The remainder of the assignments are
for fixed-satellite earth stations and experimental stations. The 119 assign-
ments are located in a limited number of states. Alaska contains the majority
of assignments. The remaining stations are located in Alabama, California,
Florida, Hawaii, Maryland, Nevada, New Mexico, and North Carolina.
t 1RIC,1,NAL PAGE B
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• Operating Agencies - This band is used primarily by the Air Force
and ERDA. Other agencies with assignments are the Department of Interior,
NASA, Army and the Department of Transportation.
Emission - The majority of assignments are frequency modulated. The
fixed stations usually employ emission bandwidths of 4 or 12 MHz. The
radiobeacon mobile stations have unmodulated signals. The experimental stations
specify emission bandwidths of 40 MHz, frequency modulated, with the exception
of an assignment which operates over the frequency band 5925 to 6425 MHz.
This assignment lists four emission characteristics: 500 MHz bandwidth
frequency modulated, 500 MHz bandwidth pulse modulated, 2 MHz bandwidth
amplitude modulated, and 2 MHz bandwidth frequency modulated.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from .3 Watt to . 5 kW,
with the majority of assignments at 1 Watt. There are a few experimental
stations which specify transmitter powers of 10 kW.
• Antenna - The typical antenna used in this band is a parabolic with
a gain of 43 dB(i).
3.16.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments are fixed common
carrier, including earth stations for use in domestic and international
regions. The remaining assignments are experimental, many of which are mobile.
One assignment operating over the 5925 to 6425 MHz frequency range is used
only for telemetry, tracking and control, except in emergencies. This
assignment is used by AT&T, IT&T, RCAC, WUI and Comsat, and specifies a power
of 12.5 kW. This assignment has 2 units, one amplitude modulated and the
other frequency modulated, both with emission bandwidths of 30 MHz.
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The approximately 28,000 assignments in this band are located throughout
the U.S., with a large number of assignments in Alaska, Arizona, California,
and New York.
• Users - The majority of users in this band are telephone companies.
• Emission - The majority of acc:gnments are frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths typically of 30 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from 36 milliwatts
to 12.5 W.
3.16.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination_- The majority of the more than 10,000 assign-
ments in this band specify powers less than 1 W. Approximately 2% of the
assignments have specified powers of 2 W. The remaining assignments give
powers varying from 1 kW to 470 W. There are four assignments with the
470 kW power specification.
3.16.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.16.2.5 Computer Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, histograms have not
been generated.
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3.17 6475-7000 MHz Band
3.17.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 Region 2	 Region 3
6 425 7 250
I IXeu
Mann t
379.A 392A ,\ 192B 391
379A	 The standard frequency -satellite service and the time signal-satellite service
Spat may be authorized to use the frequency 4 202 MHz for space-to-Farth transmis-
sions and the frequency 6 427 MHz for Earth-to-space transmissions. Such
transmissions shall be confined within the limits of }; 2 MHz of these frequencies
and shall be subject to agreement between the administrations concerned and
those having services, operating in accordance with the Table, which may be
affected.
392AA	 In Brazil, Canada and the united States of America, the band 6625-
Spat
	
	
7 125 MHz is also allm;ated, on a secondary basis, to the fixed-satellite service
for space-to-I arch transmissions. In Region 2, the power flux density produced
by space stations in this band shall be in accordance with the provisions of
No. 470~11. In Regions I and 3, it shall be at least 6 dB lower. Receiving
earth stations in this band may not impose restrictions on the locations or techni-
cal parameter of existing or future terrestrial stations of other countries.
392B	 The hand ' 145 ' 235 MHz may be used for I arth-to-space transmissions
Spat	 in the ,pace research service. subject to agreement between the administrations
concerned and those having services, operating in accordance with the Table,
which ma y be atfccted.
393	 In Italy, the band 6 450. 6 575 Mifz is also allocated to the radiolocatton service,
Spa
<.^_t<_._
	
R.6^DOHFSiIC
Band	 Government Non-Government
MHz	 M	 Allocation I	 Allocation
64 15-6!i;5 MOBILE
j	 ti575-bow`s FIXED
M Nr'o
r FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
1	 NG8	 NG103
bo75-1125	 j FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
i
NGIILENG103i	 1
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Not irregasaeles In this Mad will be selected for assign.
went In sueb a manner that, on as engineering basis, the
lowest frequency In the band is assigned which will not cause
harmful Interference to stations in that area already as•
signed frequencies In accordance with the Table of Frequency
Allocation.
Noll Television intercity relay stations may be author•
Ired to use frequencies In this band on the condition that
harmful Interference will not be caused to stations operating
In accordance with the Table of Frequency Allocations.
N6103 In the band 6625 7125 AllIz, the fixed satellite
service (space to earth) has equal rights with the fixed and
mobile ,services within the 1 1 nited States. Internationally,
however, It Is secondary ulth respect to the serrlees of other
countries operating In accordance with the table and receiving
earth stations In this hand may not Impose rostrietlons on the
locations or technical parameters of existing or future ter•
restrinl static„s of other countrler.
3.17.2 Present Assignments
3.17.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - Of the ten assignments in this band, are all
experimental. The assignments are located throughout the U.S.
• Operating Agencies - The majority of assignments are allocated to
the Air Force.
• Emission . - The majority of assignments are pulse: modulated, with
emission bandwidths of 200 kHz. There are two frequency modulated assign-
ments, with bandwidths of 7.3 and 10 MHz,
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from .1 Watts to
400 Watts.
• Antenna - The majority of assignments use a blade antenna with a
gain of 2 dB(i). There is one parabolic antenna used, with a gain of 39 dB(i).
a
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3.17.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments from 6475 to 6725 MHz
are for the industrial service. Other services using this band are the
common carrier, public safety, experimental, aviation and land transportation.
The assignments in the band 6725 to 6825 MHz are mainly used by the industrial
and public safety services. There are, however, other services used in this
portion of the band. The last portion of the band, 6875 to 7000 MHz, is
almost exclusively used for auxiliary broadcast (5 of these are remote pickup
mobile units).
The majority of the over 11,000 assignments in this band are distributed
throughout the U.S.
e Emission - The majority of assignments are frequency modulated. The
assignments in the first portion of the band (6475 to 6875 MHz) have emission
bandwidths of 10 MHz for the most part. The assignments in the remainder
of the band use emission bandwidths of 25 MHz typically.
Transmitter Power - The majority of assignments have transmitter
powers of 1 to 4 Watts. There are a few assignments indicating powers of
200 Watts, and one with a specified power of 8.5 kW.
3.17.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - There are more than 3000 assignments in
this band, with powers varying up to 160 kW.
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3.17.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.17.2.4 Computer Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, histograms have not
been generated.
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3.18 7900-7975 MHz Band
3.18.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 I	 Region 2	 I	 Region 3
7 900 7 975
FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE (Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
DOMESTIC
Band	 Government	 Non-Government
MHz	 ^£	 Allocation	 Allocation
t 7900-8975	 FIXED
	 }
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
G107 G108	 j
G1U7	 Mi.'.itary earth stations in the band 7250-7750 and 7900-8400 MHz and
20.2-21.2, 30-31, 92-93, 102-103, 140-141 and 150-151 GHz may be fixed,
transportable or located on board a ship or aircraft.
G103	 Planning and use of the bands 7300-7750, 7900-7975 and 8025-8400 MHz by
mobile earth stations and the band 8025-8400 MHz b y stations of earth
resources satellite systems, necessitate the development of technical
and/or operational sharing criteria to ensure the maximum degree of
electromagr=etic compatibility with existing and planned systems within
these bands.
3.18.2 Present Assignments
3.18.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - This band is predominantly used for the fixed
and fixed-satellite services. There are some experimental assignments
in this band. The more than 400 assignments are located throughout the
U. S.
I
i
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• Operating Agencies - The Federal Aviation Administration is
the major user, although some other government agencies make use of the
band.
• Emission - Emissions are almost exclusively frequency modulated,
with bandwidths from 910 kHz to 45 MHz. There are two experimental
assignments, with bandwidths of 185 MHz, operating over the frequency range
of 7900 to 8500 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers in this band are
330 Watts or less, except for one experimental assignment over the frequency
range 7900-8400 MHz, with a power of 10 kW.
• Antenna . - The majority of assignments employ parabolic antennas
with gains up to 46 dB(i). Oth pr antennas used in this band include horns
with 16 to 28 dB(i) gain, fly swatters with gains of 42 dB(i), and earth
station antennas with gains of 57 dB(i).
3.18.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
a Assignment Class - There are two industrial, two common carrier,
and one experimental assignment in this band. They are located in Florida,
Arizona and New Jersey.
• Emission
.
- Most of the assignments are frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths of 2, 10 and 25 MHz. There is one pulse modulated
system, with a bandwidth of 40 MHz.
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• Transmitter Power - The assignments specify transmitter powers
of 1 Watt, 1.5 Watts and 75.36 megawatts. The 75.36 MW assignment is
an experimental assignment at 7970 MHz, with an emission bandwidth of
2 MHz (frequency modulated), and 40 MHz (pulse modulated).
3.18.2.3 International Fregyen^y,List
• High Power Examination - The 150 assignments in this band
specify transmitter powers less than .01 kW.
3.18.2.4 Classification
Overall, the band is considered probabilistic. However, certain
portions of the band which are used by the FAA for point-to-point
microwave transmission of air traffic cont'r'ol 'information are fai rly
well defined and could be analyzed in a deterministic manner.
3.18.2.5 Comnut_er Histocirams
Figure 3.18-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histogram.
Figure 3.18-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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3.19 9950-10050 MHz Band
3.19.1 Allocations
INTERNAiIONAI
Region I	 I	 Regiun 2	 Region l
9900-10000 
RAttux OCATION
Fixed
K>V 401 40 1A
to oW) 104M
R Auttxttt-Atwsrt
.1 carter
401 A 40: W I
4(N) In Alt+anra. Nulgaria, Hungr y , Poland, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and the
tl SS K , the hand 9 Not)-100110 %lift IS alto n llotaled to the hied and radio-
nat gauan tent:ts.
401	 In India, Indonesia, Japan and S*cden, the fi%td and raduslocation setim-es
upe,Ate tan A hrtit of eyuaI,I) ul Itic hand `► 800-10000 NI 1f:
401 %	 I hr hind v9'S It10`5 %Ill, ntA% tie used M Nr.uhri radar urn nictern.rlrryi:al•
lips
	
.alellor.
402	 In Japan rod SAcdcn, the band lillllkl - Itt t tto 5111: it also Allocated to the
t• aed And nwbi.c tertnes.
403 In the I	 K	 of :;efnirm And Sv,iirerlAnd, the hand 10 11110-10 250 %11 It is also
alLtcAted I t, the ltted +..d inohile serti :es, the bAnd 10 200 . 10 500 % 111: is Allocated
to the Amateur setsice.
^---
O1IMESTIC
Band
----- -	 -
Government Non-Government 1
MHz Allocation	 I Allocation Remarks _^
9500-10000 RADIOIOCATION Radiolocation
G36 1
--
100011-10500
—
RAOIOIOCATION 4mateur
-----	 -- —	 — _
Although	 the- band	 10000-10500
Radiolocation	 I MHz presently seems rnst suitable
G3:	 I NG42
as a common treguency band for-
such survey operations
	
in	 it-
ferent	 countries,	 fature develop-
ment,
	
if	 required,	 shov*id be
directed to
	
the hand .0.0-35.r
GHQ, within the overall	 band
33.4-36.0 GHz, with no new
L
development below 10000 MHz.
C32
	
Except for weather radar s or • iteoroloatcal satellites in the hand
9975-100:5 lair and for Qivetneent survey operations (a 	 footnote US109),
W vernment radioloratlun in Ore hand 10011th-101,00 Mile to limited to the
militar y services.
C36	 Ixcspt let weather radar s on mstsorulogical-satellites in the band
9975-100.1 5 Wit. all 6overnsiont non-military radiolocation in the hand
9500- 10000 loci shall be secundsry to the military services.
NG42 Nun Oocernmsnt stations In the rsdiolocatlon sere
Ire shall not cause harmful Interference to the amateur
.Orvlce
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3.19.2 Present Assignments
3.19.2.1 Government? Master__ File
Assi_onment Class - The ass i gnments in this band ar y mainly for
experimental and radiolocation use. Of the approximately 50 assignments
in this band, 60" 	 mobile. All are located throughout the U.S. and
Possessions.
• (1pkrataing A,genci,f - The Air Force, Navy and Army are the primary
users in the band.
• Emi_ssion - The majority of assignments are frequency modulated,
with emission bandwidths varying from 1 kHz to 40 MHz. There are 2
exceptions to this. One assignment is an Army mobile radiolocation station
with an emission bandwidth of 500 MHz, and the other is an Air Force
experimental research assignment with a bandwidth of 1 GHz. There are a
few amplitude modulated assignments, with emission bandwidths up to 40 hiliz,
and a few pulse modulated assignments, one with an emission bandwidth of
1 GHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from .1 Watt to
5 kW, with 4 exceptions. Two Air Force experimental research assignments
have powers of 20 kW, and two assignments have powers of 250 and 500 kW, all
with emission bandwidths of 1 GHz.
a Antenna - There are several types of antennas used in this band,
e.g., horn, conical, cavity slot and parabolics with gains up to 67 dQ(i).
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3.19.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
9 Assignment_Class - The majority of assignments in this band are
used for industrial radiolocation. The remaining assignments are used
for experimental and public safety purposes. Of the approximately 80
assignments in this band, 85 1,"1 are mobile. The assignments are located
throe.,, pout the U. S.
•	 Emission - The majority are frequency modulated assignments, with
bandwidths ranging from 20 kHz to 40 MHz.	 The few amplitude modulated
assignments have emission bandwidths from 2 kHz to 20 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from 30 milliwatts
to 50 Watts, with one assignment having a power of 100 Watts.
3.19.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - There are only five assignments in
this frequency range, with the powers specified at .05 kW, .75 kW and 2 kW.
3.19.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.19.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.19-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.19-2 presents the same including experimental stations.
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for the 9.9-10.0 GHz Band
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FREQUENCY BAND : 9.9-10.0(GHz)
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3.20 10.6-10.1 GHi Band
	 !;
3.20.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
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Spat
	 sersice t% a secondar y
 service
	
4""	 In Algrna, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Japan, Kuwait, I.ehAnon, Paki%lan,
	
cPe	 Poland, the 1::: , ted Arab Republic, 1 ugoslty ta, Aouroarua, ('mho%I0%Akta and
the U S S R , the hand 10 INS - 10 7 GIir is also allocated to the fixed and mohtte
%erstres
DOMESTIC
Band	 Government	 Non-Government
MHz
	
Allocation	 Allocation
10.55-10.68	 110BILE
10.68-10,7	 RADIO ASTRONOMY	 Ra.D10 ASTRONOMY
G45	 I	 I
	
G45	 No stations will be authorized to t^anrmlt to the band 11856-11870 kHz,
14OU-1427 MHz, 1690-2100 Ma, 4990-500J MHz, 10.68-10.70 CHs 15.35-
15.40 GHz, 13.b-24.0 CHs, 1-2-31.3 CH:. 5:-54.15 CNz, 58,1-;9.0 CHI,
64-65 CHa, 86 . 9,4 GHz, 101-102 (111, 13U-140 GHz, 182-105 (2iz and
230-240 GHa.
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3.20.2 Present Assignments
3.20.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - There is only one assignment at 10.6 GHz, for an
experimental testing station in Oklahoma.
Operating Agency - Air Force.
• Emission - Unmodulated signal.
• Transmitter Power - .2 Watts.
• Antenna - Although the type of antenna is not noted, the gain is
given ds 39 dB(i).
3.20.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - The assignments in this band are for mobile units
used for public safety, industrial, and experimental purposes. One assign-
ment is point-to-point microwave at 10.1 GHz. There are -iporoximately
twenty assignments which are located throughout the U.S. 	 10.68-10.1 GHz
is an exclusive radioastronomy allocation.
• Emission - The assignments are frequency modulated, with emission
bandwidths from 25 kHz to 25 MHz, and amplitude modulated, with bandwidths from
20 kHz to 12.25 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from 5 milliwatts
to 6 Watts.
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3.20.2.3 International Frequency L;tt
• High Power Examination - Of the 14 assignments in this band, only 4
have transmitter powers specified, and they are less than 1 kW.
3.20.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic.
3.20.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.20-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
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3.21 10.95-11.2 GHz Band
3.21.1	 ,allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I Region :	 Region J
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Band	 ( Government
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	 I
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	 FIXED	 it Non-Government Fixed-satelllt^.	 +
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	 limited to International
1
(Space-to-Earth)I operations.
	 '
1 NGI 1 NG 104
61
N041 Fr"uenchp 1i. the Lands 3700 4 :00 %Ills. 5925-
6425 %Ills and 10.7-11 T Gila may also he aaalrned to ata
lions to the Internatlasal Died public and Internatlonal control
Derr lees located 10 U./. pnaaraaluns In the Caribbean area
NG104 The uar of the Lauds 1095 11 2 and 1145 11.7
Gilt U1 the bard aaf0llle .cr%lce It limited Lr Interuatmnal
a) • t.• m 1 r. utbrr 1h.in timu- 1.	 -ta-n-a.
3.21.2 Present Assignments
3.21.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - There is only one assignment in this band;
an experimental assignment located in New Mexico.
• Operating Agency - "ir Force.
• Emission - This assignment is frequency modulated, with an emission
bandwidth of 40 MHz.
3
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• Transmitter Power - 2.5 Watts.
• Anten. , - This assignment specifies a parabolic antenna with a gain
of 46 d8(i).
3.21.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - There are some experimental assignments in this
band, although the majority of assignments are common carrier.
The approximately 1500 assignments are located throughout the 'l.S., with
a large concentration of stations in California.
• Emission - All the assignments are frequency modulated, with typical
emission bandwidths of 28 M;;_.
• Transmitter Power - The majority of assignments specify transmitter
powers of 500 milliwatts. However, there are a few assignments which list
powers from 160 to 500 Watts.
3.21.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - The majority of the 89 assignments in this
band have transmitter powers of less than .01 kW. There are a few assignments
with powers of 160 kW.
3.21.2.4 Classification - Probabilisitc
3.21.2.5 Computer Histograms - Due to the large number of emitters in this
band, no histograms have been generated.
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• Transmitter Bower - 2.5 Watts.
• An_ten ,w - This assignment specifies a parabolic antenna with a gain
of 46 dQ(i).
3.21.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data rile
•	 Assi nment Class - There are some experimental assignments in this
band, although the majority of assignments are common carrier.
The approximately 1500 assignments are located 'hroughout the U.5., with
a large concentration of stations in California.
• Emission - All the assignments are frequency modulated, with typical
emission bandwidths of 28 MN —
9• Transmitter Power - The majority of assignmen t s specify transmitter
powers of 500 milliwatts. However, there are a few assignments which list
powers from 160 to 500 Watts.
3.21 .2.3 International Frequency! sList
• High _Lowpy_Examination - The majority of the 89 assignments in this
band have transmitter powers of less than	 .01 kW. There are a few assignments
with powers of 160 kW.
3.21.2.4 Classification - Probabilisitc
3.21.2.5 Computer_ Histograms - Due to the large number of emitters in this
band, no histograms have been generated.
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3.22.2 Present Assignments
3.22.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment_Class - There are Iwo assignments in this band. One is a
fixed service assignment located in California, and the other is a fixed
service in the American Samoa.
Onerating Agencies - ERDA and the Department of Interior have control
over these assignments.
•	 Emission - One assignment is frequency modulated, with an emission
bandwidth of 25 MHz, and the other is amplitude modulated, with a bandwidth
of 13.3 MHz.
9 Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers specified are 1 and
1 Watt.
Antenna - The assignments use parabolic antennas with a gain of 35
and 45 db(i)
3.22.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - The fiist portion of the band, 12.5 to 12.69 GHz,
is used by a number of services, mainly industrial and public safety. The
remainder of the band, 12.7 to 12.75 GHz, is used by the auxiliary broadcast
service almost exlcusively. There are six experimental mobile assignments
in this portion of the band. The 1000 assignments in the 12.5 to 12.75 GHz
band are located throughout the U.S., with a large number in California and
Texas.
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• Emission - In the 12.5 to 12.69 GHz band, the majority of assignments
are frequency modulated, with emission bandwidths of 20 MHz. 5;•proximately
25 assignments are amplitude modulated, with bandwidths from 9 to 13 MHz.
The remaining assignments are frequency modulated, with the ma ority having
emission bandwidths of 25 MHz.
Transmitter Power - The majority of dcsignments in the first portion
of the band, 12.5 to 12.69 GHz, specify transmitter powers of 1 Watt or less.
In the 11.7 to 12.75 GHz band, the transmitter power varies from 10 milliwatts
to 12 Watts, with the majority having a power of 1 Watt or less.
3.22.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Puwnr; Examination - A11 of the 59 assignments in this band have
transmitter powers of less than .0€3 kW, except for two with powers of 20 kW.
3.22.2.4 Classification - probabilistic
3.22.2.5 Computer Hi st99_r ms
Due to the large number of emitters in this band, no histograms have
been generated.
•
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3.23 13.1-15.1 GHz Band
3.23.1 Allocations
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suit	 Limited to Doppler navigation aids.
407	 In Albania. Hulgaria. Hungai%. Poland. Roumania. CJftho %lo%,IkiJ and the
Spat
	
U.S.S R , the hand% 13 :5	 13 5 (ill/. 14 175	 14 1 (iNt. 15 4	 11 7 (ill'
23 h 24 6W. _`405 24 21 6141 and 31 4 36 (;Hi are al%o alloxated to the
ti lted and mobile %cr%t:es
4074	 The hand I 1 : s 14 2 (JO ma% also he u%cd. on a %e:onJar% ha%t% for fnth-
Spa2
	 to-%pace tran%nu%%ton% in the r+a:r rc%carsh %cr%ice, whle:t to Agrceriwitt het% een
the administration. %once
	
t those ha%rng %cr%ices. op:tating in a.%ordans:
,oh the iahle. ..hch r	 cited
1011	 In S%+rden. the band	 14 (ill/. 15' 1" OW and 11 1 Its (.Ht
Spat
	 are Al%o all%hateJ to the h%ed and nw Kile %mice%
400A	 the use of the hands 14 14 . 3 (Plit And 14 1 14 4 (iHr by the r idionaviga-
SM2 lion service and radionaviltation-satellite %ersice respectively, shall he such as
to provide sLfT'icient protection to space %cation% of the fixed-satellite service
(see Recommendation No Spat - 15. paragraph 2 14).
400"	 The hand 14 4 15 35 GHr may also be tilled. on a secondary ha%i%, fon %pAce-
Spa2 to-T aith transmissions in the space rewarch scr%nce. %uhlect to agreement het%seen
the administrations concerned and those ha%nng services. operating in Accordanct
v%ith the TAhle. %shich may be affected
400(	 Radio awonomm observation % on ilk, formAldehyde line Ire%t frequents
Spat 14 489 GH.-) are hemp earned out tr a number of couniric% under national
arrangements. In making assignment% to stations s r! the fixed and rnohile
services, administrations are urged to take all nrarticable step% to protest radio
astronomy obser%auons from harmful mtertc,ence in the hand 14 485
14 313 CHr.
4119	 In	 1lhania. HulKarta. llunitw%. f' ;ar,J. R:uutiania. ('r th r.l	 iki.i .wd the
U.S.S.R , the hand 13 5 -14 (dit is also allocated to the radionasigation service.
4090	 In Algeria. Bulgaria. Cuba. Hungary, Kuwait. I ebanon, Morocco, Pakistan,
Spa Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumanu, Crecho%lovakia and
the U S S R . the hand 11 35 . 15 4 Olit is also allocated to the filled and mobile
secs ices
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406	 Limited to Doppler navigation aids.
407	 In • lhania. Bulgaria. Hungai%. Poland. Roumania. C'zcOoslosal.ta and the
Spat U,S.S R.. the hands 13 2S 11 s (iHt. 14 1'S 14 1 (iliz. 15 4 1" (illz.
216 24 (iHz. 24 05 24 25 Gilt and 114 1h ( j ilt are also allwated to the
fixed and niobile ,entces.
4071
	 T he hand I 1 2s la 2 011t nias also he used, on a ,e,:onJar y hasis. for I ai th
Spu2 to•spa:e transnn„ujm in the + nawc iewa Rh scrsi”. sohiect to agrednwrit hclwccn
the administration, uncr ,, 	 1 those hasutg,ersi^e+. oper,uing m a<cordan^^
with the Table. Minh ri	 ected.
408	 In Sweden, tht, hand
	
. Id Otli. 15' I"" Wit and 1 1 1 1t, Wit
Spat	 are also allocated n, the hxcd and mobile services.
406A	 The use of the bands 14 14 . 3 GHz and 14 3 14 4 GNz by the radionaviga-
Sp2 tion service and radionavigation-satellite service respectively, shall he such as
to provide sufficient protection to space stations of the fixed-satellite service
(see Recommendation No. Spat 15, paragraph 2.14),
4068	 The band 14 4 15 35 GHz may also be used, on a secondary basis, for space-
Spa2 to-Earth transmissions in the space research service, subject to agreement between
the administrations concerned and those having services, operating in accordance
with the Table, which may be affected.
4060	 Radio astronomy observations o p thy, formaldehyde line (rest frequency
Sprit 14489 GHa) are being carried out it a nmmbcr of countries under national
arrangements. In making assignments to stations in the fixed and mohile
services, administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect radio
astronomy observations from harmful interic;ence in the hand 14 485
14 515 CHz.
409
	
	
In Albania. Bulgaria. Hungar y . Poland. Roumania. C!,- ho,lmakia aril the
U.S.S.R., the band 13 .5-14 (;ilz is also allocated to the radionavigation service.
4090	 In Algeria, Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary, Kuwait. Lebanon, Morocco, Pakistan,
Spa Poland, the United Arab Republic, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Czechoslovakia and
the U.S.S R , the band 15 35 . 15 4 (;Ht is also allocated to the fixed and mobile
services.
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DOMESTIC
Band Government Non-Government
MHz Allocation Allocation
12.75-13.25 AERONAUTICAL FIXED
MOBILE
NG11	 NG53
13.25-13.4 AERONAUTICALAERONAUTICAL
RADIONAVIGATION RADIONAVIGATION
Space Research Space Research
(Earth-to-space)
RADIOLOCATION
(Earth-to-space)
13.0-15.0 Radiolocation
Space Research Space Research
(Earth-to-space) (Earth-to-space)
G59
14,0-14,2 RADIONAVIGATION FIXED-SATELLITE
Space Research (Earth-to-space)
(Earth-to-spat.e) RADIONAVIGATION
Space Research
(Earth-to-space)
RADIONAVIGATION FIXED-SATELLITE14.2-14,3
(Earth-to-space)
RADlONAVIGATION
14.3-14.4 RADIONAVIGATION- FIXED-SATELLITE
SATELLITE (Earth- to - space)
RAD IOtIAV 1; mT ! 01-
SATELLITE
14.4-10,5 FIXED FiXEn-SATELLITE
MOBILE (Earth-to-space)
Space Research Space Research
(Space-to-Larth)
I	
(Space-to-Earth)
14.5-15.35 FIXED
MOBILE
Space Research
(Space-to-Earth) II^
15.35-15,4 I	 RADIO ASTRONOMY RADIO ASTRO11C'1Y
15.4-15.7	 AERONAUTICAL	 AERONAIJ: CAL
RADIONAVIGATION
	
I	 RAP I O.'JAV :.,AT ION1	
G54
G45
	
	
No stations will be authorized to transmit Ila the band 21850-21870 kHz,
1400-1427 Mts. 2690-2700 MHz. 4990-50J0 MHz. 10.68-10.70 ('.Hz. 15.35-
15.40 GHz, 23.6-24.0 GHz. 31.2-31.5 Oiz, 52-54.25 GHz, 58.:-59.0 GHz.
64-65 GHz, 66-92 GHz, 101-102 (,Hz. 130-140 GHa, 182-185 Liz and
23 1)-2+0 GHI.
G54
	
	 Aeronauttcal mobile coaaunlcations which are an integral part of sero-
nautical rallonsvigation systems vy be satisfied In the hand 1558.5-
lo-so.6 Wis. 5000-5250 Mllz and 15.4-15.7 GHz.
G59	 In the bands 902-918 Mtz, 3100-3700 MHz, 5250-5350 Ms. 8500-9000 Wis.
9200-9300 Mtz, 13.4-14.0 GHz, 15.7-17.7 t-8t and 24.05-24.25 Wiz, all
Government non-allltar y radiolocation shal'i be secondary to military
radiolocation.
\G11 Television intercity relay elstlons may he author
Irrd to use frrquencles In this band on the condition that
harmful luierference will not be caused to sta t ions operating
In accordance olth the Tnble of Frequency Alin Vlons.
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3.23.2 Present Assignments
3.23.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The assignments in the 13.1 to 14.4 GHz portion
of the band are mainly used for experimental purposes, except for a few
radi ,)navl'gation mobile stations and two space research earth stations. The
banJ 14.4 to IE.3 GHz is used by mobile telemetering land stations and the
fixed service, as well as the experimental service. The 15.35-15.4 GHz region
is an exclusive radioastronomy allocation. The band 15.4 to 15.7 GHz is used
for the radionavigation and experimental services.
The approximately 300 assignments in the band 13.1 to 15.7 GHz are
ie,cated throughout the U.S., with a hiqher concentration in California, Nevada,
and New Hampshire. There are a few space transmitters in the lower portion
of the band. Most of these transmissions are space-to-space.
• Operating Ayencies - This band is used primarily by the Air Force,
Army, HEW and NASA, although rnaily other government agencies have scattered
use throughout the band.
• Emission - The emission characteristics in the 13.1 to 15.7 GHz band
can be separated into two groups. The band 13.1 to 15.4 GHz is made up
mainly of frequency modulated systems, with a few pulsed systems and unmodulated
signals. The emission bandwidths vary according to the service. The fixed
service specifies emission bandwidths from 15 to 40 MHz. The space research
earth stations have bandwidths of 85 MHz, and the mobile stations specify
bandwidths of 32 MHz. The radionavigation mobile stations have bandwidths
of 10 MHz. The experimental systems vary over a wide range of bandwidths,
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including some as large as 200 MHz (pulse modulated). The space transmitters
specify emission bandwidths up to 360 MHz for a pulse modulated system. The
portion of the band 15.4 to 15.7 GHz is made up mainly of pulse modulated
systems which have emission bandwidths up to 50 MHz, although the ma;ority
are 2 to 4 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers used throughout the band
are usually less than 2 kW, with a few assignments noting powers of up to
10 kW. Additionally, there are 4 experimental assignments specifying
transmitter powers of 250, 110, 30 and 100 kW at 14.55, 14.8, 15.492 and
15.7 GHz respectively.
i Antenna - There are a variety of antennas used in this band, with a
number of them being parabolic. The parabolic antenna specify gains as
high as 57 dB(i).
3.23.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data Filr
• Assignment Class - The assignments in the band up to 13.2 GHz are
for the auxiliary broadcast service. There are 80 mobile units in this
part of the band. The latter portion of the band is used for experimental
and industrial purposes, with a few common carrier and marine assignments.
The more than 600 assignments are located throughout the U.S.
• Emission - The emission characteristics are the same for all the
auxiliary broadcast systems. These systems are frequency modulated, with
bandwidths of 25 MHz. There are fixed experimental systems at 13.195 MHz,
which are unmodulated. There are eight amplitude modulated mobile units,
with bandwidths of 4.75 MHz, and eighty frequency modulated systems with
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bandwidths of 250 kHz. The majority of the remaining assignments are fre-
quency modulated, with emission bandwidths from 20 kHz to 32 MHz. The pulse
modulated systems specify bandwidths from 3 to 10 11Hz, and the amplitude
modulated systems vary from 2 kHz to 12 MHz.
Transmitter Power - The transmitter power for the auxiliary broadcast
assignments is 2 Watts or less. The assignments above 13.192 GHz specify
transmitter powers up to 50 kW. There are two experimental assignments
with specified powers of 100 and 144 kW.
3.23.2.3 International Frequency! List
• Hi qh_Power Examination - This frequency band can be divided into two
portions. The band from 14490.25 MHz to 15375 MHz does not specify trans-
mitter powers, except in three cases where the powers are 50, 60 and 250 kW.
The remaining allocutions in the band have specified powers of 4 kW or less.
3.23.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.23.2.5 CouterHistocrams
Figure 3.23-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.23-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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3.24 17.7-24.0 GHt Band
3.24.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1	 I	 Region 2	 Region 1
177 197
Fluu
Fettto-san t t lTt ISpm c-to-Earth)
Montt t
19.7-21.2
Fifth)-aAM1111 (Spice •to-Earth)
409E
21 2 22
E+ttnl I% Pit attIMI\-SAIIIIITI (Space-to-F art h)
Fn)n
Moalt I
22 223
FItII)
MI ) pill I
410A
U-9 - 23	 22.3 23
) Iun	 FItIII
Mnalu
	
Mnat1 I
Bat)ux •t)IU.-
3Arllltrt 4108
21 236
Flu n
Mr 111II I
136 24
R k mo %11 po%usrY
40"
407	 In -11hanla. Bul Ad -.a Hunbar, Pldand. Roumania. 0,,hoslo y alla and the
Spa 2	 L It S R	 the hat J% 13 -"
	 I t s l,Hr 14 1 1 5 - 14 1 IiHI. 15 4 - 1' 1 CiHr.
23 n 24 (M., :401 24	 tail: and 14 4 16 GHi are also allocated to the
fitted and mohlle ser%i,o
4091
	
In Japan. the t+an.:s 14 ' :1 2 GHt and 29 S 11 (Mi are also alliwated
Spat	 to the h%ed and monue scrsars	 This additional use shall not Impose any
limitation on the power flu% den%tt) of space stations In the fitted-utellrte service
410 #4 	The nand 22 :1 22 :e GHi % also allocated :o the radio astronomy serslce
Spat for observations of a %ptctral line due to water vapour c rest frequency 22 233 GHz).
Administrations are urged to gise all practicable protection to this ban-r! for iuture
research to radio astronomy
4108	 i Region 3. the hroadcasttng-satellite wrnice is authortred In the hand
Spa 	 ._	 230 GHr, scbleot to power Mu% den%It) limits for the protection of the
Terrestnal services In this hand
3
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DOMESTIC
Band Government Non-Govtrntttent
MHz Allocation Allocation
17.7-19.7 FIXED
FIXED-SATELLITE
(Spate-to-Earth).
MOBILE
NG106
FIXED-SATELLITE19.1-20.2
(Space-to-Earth)
I	 20.2-21.2 FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth)
6101
21.2-22 EARTH EXPLORATION- EARTH EXPLORA-
SATELLITE
	
(Space- TION SATELLITE
to-Earth) (Spate-to-Earth)
FIXED FIXED
MOBILE MOBILE
NG107
22-23.6 FIXED
MOBILE
FIXED
MOBILE
NG107
23.6-24 RADIO ASTRONOMY
G4S
RADIO ASTRONOMY
G45	 No stations will be authorised to transmit in the band 21850 - 21670 Us.
1400-1427 !bit, 2690-2100 MHz. 4990-5000 Ms. 10.68-10.70 Glia, 15.35-
15.40 GNs. 23.6-24.0 GNs. 31.2-31.5 Glit. 5:-5..25 GNt, 58.2-59.0 Ght.
64-65 GMs. 86-92 GNs. 101-102 liis, 130-140 Qlt. 182-185 tilt and
230-240 GNs.
G107
	
	
Military earth stations in the band 7250-7750 and 7900-8400 Mt and
20.2-21. 1 . 30-31, 92-93, 10:-101, 140-141 and 150-151 t]ItWA be Iixed,
transportable or located on board a ship or aircraft.
%I;Iod In ihr Mutt lot 30-it) 	 (;Ilr f►rgo.• nclrs In the
baud -rgm.• nl. 1934. 10 '.K Gllr and 11.92 11104 G111 ilia)
br a--I g ned f.ar i-.• Iq uprrillonal nsr- -tntlon-. ..ill) can run
dltlon that sultnhle altrriath a frrqu.•neir. In the bnnd -rs:
m.nt IN :. % 1 % oo. Gila arc nut nvallal . l .• fur ammUltim lit In -nch
stulluns
NGI t 11	 In Ihr bait- .1 2 2:1 d I.IfI frr.lur • nrlr% In Ihr b 1ml
-• t:mr it 	 21 M '_2 4 .. Ilr an•1 2:1 i 2:1 n I: 111 m -. b. • a	 I
lu -unic • tlr1i,.. 1 l nLII. -1.a hat- .ail	 can condition 11-41 cult
at-le nllrruath. it. l n na b - lit Ih. • bal.,: -rvmrit- .1 2 .1 M
Glls and U I .a is 4.11. . r.• i­1 n. nllabl. • for n-.IQnm. • nl to
such -lallun. Nlntllatl^ f:rq nail rl.•- Its the banal -rt;mril+
21 ..1 M 1:111 :Ind :2 4 .:I to t.11i tna> be n--t¢ncd lu op.•ra
Iloual n%r.l stn Uan. .•ill. ..It r,au.11l lun Thal -nllatI. • nll.,rua
tl.r fn•qurnctro lu file baud •rini • nl -.1 % .S 4 lilts and 2:111
.Jfa tiffs are- nut a.allnble for nushtnusrnt to rich stallon+
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045
	 No stations will be authorized to transmit in the Land 21850-21870 kHz,
1408-1427 MHz, 2b9J-170J .1z. 499C-501J Mz,	 GIlz, 15.34_
15.40 GHz, 2 4 .c-.14.0 GHz, 	 O!2, 5.-;t»..S Az, 58. -59.0 (,fix,
.64-65 GHz, bb-9. Gliz, 101>10^0Hz, 13u-140 (Hz, 1t^.ryJt+5 luz and
230-240 G1lz.
G102	 Military earth stations in the band 7.150-7750 and 719W-8400 "CI: and
.0..'m: 1.., P- 1 1. w-93, l0.-lo3, 1 1.o-141 Auld 1 ,10-151 Oft may be timed.
transpci table or located on board a ship or , ir, raft.
\1.Int:
	 In t 1 ^o baI1,1 1 % :n; 1!1. 11 1 (lllr. frl.,tu w'ur In thr
band e` l.,twrnts 1,36 V­ ,% 1.112, and Iris: P 111 1 (,It:- ncn
Pe a ienrtl f,.r nom, • b^ , pl.r.tttou;tl lizrd Stattob	 vml% 1,n ran
dltlol, that Sttlt.,ldl. .t ltl.rnatltr A01111'Itr11" lu Iho bawl 1;7
w.nt !ri Sti 1^ ti 4 tall: ,u, • n„t avallabl, • f. r aSSl.cnttu ut fu .urh
,tath.11l
:CG11I;
	
Ili thl. band L'l t' Ea ii (ill y , frrylu'w'i, „, In tho hutd
nr,,munt, 21 ri 121 2.4 1,11 , .m.1 2:1 n 2;1 G (.1l y m ,} b2, m I:aual
to do*an^•tb' 11%1 l t ,(idl y zL111„ tt, nt.l	 I'll r„wllttall that 'lilt
,11dl. altrrnatltr Ii, l,,,I,,I-	 ht Ilu' ban: . , • vii	 11P. 212 :'1 4
Gila.:utd L2 1 as o 1 11.' .,r,• not ata!lahl,• f„2, :r• 4gunn • nt t„
Su c h	 tatlo 1, t+lndl.tt1%. f.. qm w'A^, in till . kmA -eA;nn'nt':
YI 2 "1 H Ullr al y d 22 1 -, ; 1 11 till; nta> hl. aN,imud t.. oprra
ttnllal lim'd tat ­n ,u1t .I, r,n,ditfon that ^WLtl,Il. altrrna
Alto hl.gw'nrll'^ lu the bmid k2,,+uu•nt, 21 ri 22 4 1.11: and'-': o
v:Lt: (clt y aro not .nallabl p for a%si g nment to Snl.h statlnna
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3.24.2 Present Assignments
3.24.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - Half of the 29 assignments are experimental.
The remaining assignments are in the radiolocation service. The assignments
are located throughout the U.S.
• Operating Agencies - The majority of assignments are under the
Federal Aviation Administration. NASA and the Air Force operate the
remaining assignments.
• Emission - Most of the assignments employ pulse modulation, with
bandwidths varying from 50 kHz to 250 MHz. The amplitude modulated signals
have emission bandwidths which vary from 2 kHz to 6 kHz. The frequency
modulated assignments have bandwidths of 3.6 MHz and 10 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from .8 to 64 kW.
9 Antenna - The assignments in this band use horn antennas, with gains
of 20 dB(i), or parabolic antennas with 40 to 45 dB(i) gain.
3.24.2.2 Federal Communications Commissinn Data File
• Assignment Class - The assignments in this band are almost exclusively
for the mobile experimental service. The approximately 1300 assignments
are distributed throughout the U.S.
• Emission - Fifty-five percent of the assignments are frequency modu-
lated, with bandwidths varying from 1.3 to 220 fiHz. Forty-three percent of
the assignments are unmodulated. The few amplitude and pulse modulated systems
show bandwidths of 2 to 3 kHz and 10 to 12 MHz respectively.
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3.24.2 Present Assi nments
3.24.2.1 Government Master File
• AssJjrggent Class - HalF of the 29 assignments are experimental.
The remaining assignments are in the radiolocation service. The assignments
are located throughout the U.S.
• Operating Agencies - The majority of assignments are under the
Federal Aviation Administration. NASA and the Air Forcd operate the
remaining assignments.
•	 Emission - Most of the assignments employ pulse modulation, with
bandwidths varying from 50 kHz to 250 MHz. The amplitude modulated signals
have emission bandwidths which vary from 2 kHz to 6 kHz.	 The frequency
modulated assignments have bandwidths or 3.0 M'Hz and 10 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter powers vary from .8 to 64 W.
• Antenna - The assignments in this band use horn antennas, with clains
of 20 dB(i), or parabolic; antennas with 40 to 45 dB(i) gain.
3.24.2.2 Federal Communications Commissinn Data File
• Assignmeilt., lass . , - The assignments in this band are almost exclusively
for the mobile experimental service.	 The approximately 1300 assignments
are distributed throughout the U.S.
• Emission - Fifty-five percent of the assignments are frequency modu-
lated, with bandwidths varying from 1.3 to 220 r1Hz. Forty-three percent of
the assignments are unmodulated. The few amplitude and pulse modulated systems
show bandwidths of 2 to 3 kHz and 10 to 12 MHz respectively.
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• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from 50 milliwatts
to 630 W.
3.24.2.3 International Frequency List
e High Power Examination - Of the 13 assignments listed in the IFL,
7 have transmitter powers of 1.6 kW and the remaining are less then .5 kW.
3.24.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.24.2.5 Computer Histograms
Due to the large number of emitters in the band, histograms have not
been generated.
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Transmitter Power - The transmitter power varies from 50 Milliwatts
to 630 W.
3.24.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - Of the 13 assignments listed in the IFL,
7 have transmitter powers of 1.6 kW and the remaining are less then .5 kW.
3.24.2.4 Classitication - Probabilistic
3.24.2.5 CoMuter. j sto rg ams
Due to the large number of emitters in the band, histograms have not
been generated.
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3.25 21.5-35.2 GHz Band
3.25.1 Allocations
IN17FRNATIONAL
Region I Reg,on 2 Reston 3
27.5-295
F'tutn
Flut)-s A 1;Llltt tEarth-to- tpa:et
MOaIII
---	 -`29-5- 31
Fucfo-SAT[LUFt tEarth-w-space)
4091
Fm n
Wait t
Spare Resturrh
412H	 4121
313-31 5
RAOto ASTRONnMY
412A
31 . 5-31 9 31 5--31 • 31 5-3118
S►Arf RESEARCH Serf RFsFAacH S ►ACF R#%1A1trH
Fixed fixed
While 'Mobile
4050
31 6-32 3
R APNINAVIGATION
Space Rerrarch
4128
31 3-33 -
RAt)utNAvtr/Alno!1
33	 334 33	 114
RAmio Astr mo%1MN R kmo% Va,ATtoN
R ADI/INA^IGAIk)N 4 12F
334	 M 2
R 4 mot o" - (so%
411 7 	404	 412
	
4126
342--3t2
R mm it tt<'Ano%
Spare	 Re , rar4 h
44r	 4stx	 412
	
412(	 .1120
405(	 In Cuba, the hand 31 5-31 14 till/ i% Aso allocated, on a secondary basis, to
tips	 the tied and n uhtle serstccs
407	 In 4lhami. Bulgaria, llur.gar^. Poland. Rouman-a. Cte:ho%1os,tl1a and the
Spa2 U S.S R . the hand% 13 25 13', GHt, 14 175 14 1 (9111. 15 4 1 7 ' GHr.
23 b - 24 GHt, 24 05 - 24 25 GHQ and 33 4 36 GM arc also allocated to the
fixed and mottle .tr%t:Qs
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3.25 27.5-35.2 GHz Band
3.25.1 Allocations
I VI RNAT I ONAL
Region 1 I	 Region 2 A^^Region 3
27 .5	 29.5
t Ixtts
Hvt,•Fe r t i in I[ arth•to•space ►
Mc MET
295	 31
F 1xt I)•SAM.urt 0: arth•to-space)
409E
31	 • 31.3
FIxkt#
Moen.t
Space Research
412H	 4121
31 3-31 5
RADIO ASTRONOMY
412A
31 .5-31 .9  31 5-31 . 8	 31.5-31.8
SPACE RESEARCH SPACE RESEARCH
	 SPACE RESEARCH
Fixed Fixed
Mobile Mobile
_ 405C'.
R AORNUVIGATION
.Space Research
4128
313-33
R ADIONAVIGATION
33 334 33- 33.4
RADIO ASTRONOMl RADIONAVIGATION
RADIONAVIGATION
412E
334	 .142
RAOIO1 V- I ;ION
40 7	 4114	 412	 4126
342-352
R ADI(It(WATION
.Space	 Re,earrh
40'	 40 14	 •312	 412(	 4121)
405C	 In C LIba, the hand 11 5 . 31 x (ill. Is also allocated, on a secondary basis, to
Spa	 the tired and wobile smices.
407	 In Albania, Bulgaria. Hungary. Poland, Roumania. Czechoslos,Ikw and the
Spat U.S.S R.. the hands 13 25 13 5 GHz, 14 175 - 14 3 GHz. 15 4 17 ' GHz.
23 h 24 GHz. 24 05 - 24 25 GHz and 33 4 36 GHz are also allocated to the
fixed and motile semces.
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4sm
	 In Satden, the hand. 11 J 14 (iH ► . 13 7 1 7 7 (-,14 ► and %1 J	 16 1;111
%paz are atso allocated it) ! ke n%ed .Ind mohde %er%kv%
4":	 lit Japan, the hands 19 ) 21 2 GH ► and 29 3 - 31 GH ► are also allocate)
1pf2 tit the Mel and "while wr%wY% This additional uw shall not Impost an)
limitation on the ltoi.tl Ats, densit) of %pake Nations In the 11%et %atellite wi%t%Y
412
	
	
In Japan, the hands 24 23 . 23 25 6110 and 11 4 k. I411r are also alkcaled to the
meteorolori%al aid% 1e1 % I%t
4124	 In Bulgaria, ( - uha, Hunaar%. Poland the 1'nited Arai , RepuNw, Roumania,
Spa
	
	
l' ►ehoNo%akin and the l 1 %b K the I'Aild 11 1 11 3 (i11/ It also allocate 1 to the
Nsed and nsohlle wi%..e%
4125
	
In Hulgaria, t ,,ha ,
 Ifunflars. Poland, Yuflosla%ia. Roumania l- ►echoslo%akis
Spe
	
	 and the 11 S S R , the %part re%tar%h %tntoe Is a primary wrsl a In the hand
II 11 )2) ttllr
41W
	
In Sidearm, C - uha, Human. Poland. Roumania. ( techotlovakta and the
Spa	 V S SK . the %pate rtwaf%h %ttvwY Is a pnman wt%we In the hand 14 2 . 11 2t.11s,
412D	 The hand 14 4 . 14 t (ills ,
 ma ► he used M weather radar devloet on nwieoro
Spa	 loewal %atch • -, fast the delw'tion of cloud
•121	 In ( - uha and India, the hand 13 . 11 46111 is also allmated to the radio
Sp	 A%nonotm %er%Ire
4121:	 In HultiAt,a, l uha. Hung;-%. Poland 1 ulto.la%Ir PounwmA. l ncho%lo%skta
Spa	 and the 1 % S R . the hand 11 4 14 (.It.- i% ,limo allo med tit
	
radio astronomy
%et % t%e
41211	 In Hulaaria, l uhs. Hunear), Poland. Kouman.a. ( ►e'hoNo%akin .Ind the
Spa	 Ill S S R . the %part re%e.-nh %er%IS-e t% a prmmi% %er%ite in the hand 1111 1 t dit
4121	 Radio a%lionontt oth%ft%atwn% tat the hjnJ 11 `	 11 1 Glit .Is,: cartird out
xpa2
	
m a numhet of — mmisr% undet n.Utonn rrranlirment% 	 Admilimialton% are
utaed tit take all praN11%ahlf %lep% IN 11 %ic%t tadw d%tionotm oh%fi%a1NNN to
ihi% hand from harmful nttetfereme
Band
MHz
27.5-29,5
DOMESTIC
Government	 I Non-Govet-nntent
Allocation	 Allocation,
FIXED
FIX[D-SATiLLIN
(lm-th-to-space)
MOBILE
1`1 E0-SATIILITE
(Earth-to-space)
FIXEO-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
29.5-30
3U-31
Remarks
G107	 I
31-3I .2 	-	 -
. —	
FItfD
	
—	 MO81LE
	 —
	
31.2-31.S	 RADIO ASTRONOMY	 I RA010 ASTRONOMY
	
t 31, 5-31.8	 SPACE RESEARCH	 SPACE RESEARCH
G35
	
11.8-33 . 4	 RADIONAV NATION	 RADIoNAVIGA71ON	
I
L^
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33.4-36.0 kADIOLOCATION Radiolocation Although the band 10000-10500
MNz presently seem% most suit-
able as a common frequency band
for such survey operations	 in
different countries,	 future
development,
	
if required,	 should
be directed to the band 34.0-
35.6 GHz, within the overall
band 33.4-36.0 GHz, with no new
development below 10000 MHz.
C35
	
In the bands 136-137 M11z and ]l.s-]l.8 GHr, no aeelgnmcnte are to be
made except those that are in accordance with the Government Table of
frequency Allocations and Owse for experimentation that is consistent
with the use for which the band is allocated.
r.4S	 No stations will be authorized to transmit in the % and 21050-21870 kHr,
1400-1427 MHz. 2690-2700 MHz, 4990-5000 MHz, 10.1 10.70 GHr, 15.35-
15.40 GHz, 21.6-24.0 GHs. 31.2-31.5 GHz. 52-54.25 ..Hs. S0.2-59.0 GHz,
6r-65 GNU, 06-92 CHs, 101-102 CHs, 130-140 GHa, 1 1 2-185 CHs and
230-240 GHz.
C101	 Military earth stations in the band 7250-7750 and 7900-0400 MHz And
2-3.2-2t.2, 30-31. 92-93. 102-103, 140-141 and 150-151 GHz may be fixed.
transportable or located on board a ship or aircraft.
3.25.2 Present Assignments
3.25.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment Class - The assignments in this band are used for radio-
location land, raJioincation mobile, radionavigation land, and experimental.
There is one flight telemetering mobile station. There are four transmitters
in space, and the remainder of the 15 assignments are located throughout the
U.S.
• Operating Agencies - The Army, Air Force, ERGA, Navy and NPSA are
the agencies using this band.
• Emission - The assignments are mainly pulse modulated, with emission
bandwidths varying from 50 kHz to 50 MHz. One spaceborne assignment has an
emission bandwidth of 240 11Hz, with a transmitter power- of .1585 kW. the
frequency modulated assignments have an emission bandwidth of 500 kHz, except
for two experimental assignments with emission bandwidths of 1.06 GHz and
2 Gliz, and transmitter powers of .8 and 1 Watt respectively.
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• Transmitter Power - The assignments	 in this band have transmitter
powers from .2 Watts to 125 kW.
• Antenna - The antennas specified in this band are parabolic, for
the most part, with gains up to 53 dB(i).
3.25.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - Eighty-three percent of the assignments are experi-
mental, with more than half of these being for mobile systems. Fourteen
percent are mobile public safety assignments. The remaining assignments
are industrial. The approximatel y* 500 assignments are concentrated in New
York, New Jersey and Maryland.
• Emission - Half of the assignments are unmodulated. One third are
frequency modulated, with emission bandwidths of 25 MHz. There are a few
assignments with bandwidths of 250 MHz, one with a bandwidth of 600 MHz and
the remainder having bandwidths less than 30 kHz. There are a few pulse modu-
lated assignments, with emission bandwidths of 10 to 120 HHz, and a few
amplitude modulated systems, with bandwidths from 2 kHz to 8 tlliz.
• Transmitter Power - The majority of assignments have a power of
20 Watts. The remaining assignments vary from 100 milliwatts to 100 kW.
There are 6 assignments with transmitter powers of 630 kW.
3.25.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - In this band there are seven assignments
listed. The transmitter powers specified vary from 18 to 40 kW.
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3.25.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.25.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.25-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.25-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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3.25.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic
3.25.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.25-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.25-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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Figure 3.25-1. Non-Experimental Emitter and Power Histograms
for the 2'.5-35.2 GHz Band
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3.26 35.5-43.0 GHz Band
3.26.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 Region 2	 Region 3
1[2_M
RM1111(jCA1K)%
407 .NM 412
36-4040
Fixto
Moan 1
191 A 112E
40 41
I-MU-SAIILLITI (Space-to-Earths
41 43
BRnAM ASrl%l.-SATI I LIT(
3911.	 Kadio astronomy ohsenauons are being carried out in the hands 5 '50
Spat	 5 '70 S1 Hr and 3h 458 36 488 GH) , to a number of countries under national
arrangements	 Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect
radio astronom y obser.ations in these bands from harmful interference.
407	 In A lbania. Bulgaria. Hungar y . Poland. Roumanii Ciecho,1,1 y . ikij and the
Spat U.S.S R . the hands 11 25 13 5 GHt. 14 1'S 14 t GHz. 15 4 1' ' GH/
23 h 24 GHz, 24 05 24 25 GHt and 11 4 36 GHz are also allocalcd to the
tired and muh ,I e scrsices
400	 In Sweden. the hands 1 1 a	 la (111;. 15' I ' GHt and 1: j	 1h (1H/
Spat	 are also allocated to the rased and mobile sersi:e.
a
412	 In Japan, the hands 24 25 . 25 25 61;1 .nd 13 4 . 3t, GH/. are also ally cJted to the
nuicutyilugi^al ..ids seni^t
112V	 In Bulgaria. Cuba. Hungary, Poland. 1 ugosla.u, Roumania, Cz&Jhoslovakta
Spa	 and the L'.S S R . the hand Its 5 . 17 5 6111 is also allocated to the radio astronomy
se r ,, ice
1
3
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r3.26 35,5-43.0 GHz Band
3.26.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 Region :	 (	 Region 3
352-36
R AD1010'ATION
407 40 412
36 - 40
i:ixEt)
MOBILE
391A 412F
40 41
I IXEO-SATELLITE (Space-to-Farth)
41 43
BROAOCAS(l%,6-SATEI. LITE
391A	 Radio astronomy observations are being carried out in the bands 5 750
Spa2 5 770 MHz and 36458 - 36488 UHi in a number or countries under national
arrangements. Administrations are urged to take all practicable steps to protect
radio astronomy observations in these bands from harmful interference.
407	 In Albania. Bulgaria. Hungar%. poland. Roumania. Occho,iovakia and the
Spa2	 L'.S.S.R , the hands 13 25 13 5 Gilt. 14 1'5 - 14 3 Wiz. 15 4 1" " GHt.
23 b 24 GHz, 2405 24 25 (iH: and ti 4 3h 6H., arc aho a11^^,ated to the
tired and mobile services
408	 In Sµeden, the ),and, 114	 14 (l lit. 15 "	 I" ' (ilit and 1 3, 4 It, GHt
Spat	 are also allocated to the Ivied and nio' , ile services.
412	 In Japan, the bands 2425- "_5 25 t Ei—nd 3.14-36 GHt, are also alh cited to the
meteorological aids service.
412E
	
In Bulgaria, Cuba, Hungary , Poland, Yugoslavia, Roumania, Cz" osiovakia
Spa	 and the U.S.S.R.. the band 36 5 . 37 5 Gliz is also allocated to the radio astronomy
service.
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DOMESTIC
Band Government Non-Government
MHz
	
Allocation	 I Allocation
33. 4 -36.0 RADIOLOCATION Radiolocation
G34
FIXED
MOBILE
36.0-38.6
38.6-40.0 FIXED
11081 LE
40-41 FIXED FIXEDI	
FIXED-SATELLITE FIXED-SATELLITE
(Space-to-Earth) (Space-to-Earth)
MOBILE j	 MOBILE
41-43 FIXED I	 FIXED
MOBILE BROADCASTING-
SATELLITE
MOBILE
G34	 In the band 34.4 -34.5 GHa, weather radars on board meteorological
satellites for cloud detection are authorised to overrate on the basis
of •Quality with military raJiolocation devices. All other non-military
raJiolo utlon In the bard 33.4-36.0 (.Hr shall be secondary to the
military services.
3.26.2 Present Assignments
3.26.2.1 Government Master File
• Assi_pnent Class - This band is mainly used for experimental purposes
with some radiolocation service assignments. Twenty of the assignments are
distributed throughout the U.S. The remaining 9 assignments are spaceborne,
geostationary and non-geostationary.
• Operating Agencies - The Air Force operates the majority of assign-
ments in this band.
3
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DOMESTIC
Band Government	 y i Non-Government
MHz Allocation Allocation
33 4-36.0 RADIOLOCATION Radiolocation
G34
36.0-38.6 1"1XEO
MOBILE'
IN. u-40.0 i F IXL,^
! MOBILE
40-41 4 I"IXE{;^ FIXE.O
IIXiP- ,„"Ik1,11TE	 i FIXEO- Al'!ILITE
(Spd<e-to-Farthl (Space-to-iarth)
MOBILL MOBILE
-
41-43 FIXED FIXED
MOBILE BROAOC.V TltiG-
SATLLLITi
i MOBILE	 f
G34	 In the band 34.4-34.5 GHz. weather radars on board meteorological
satellites for cloud detection are authorized to operate on tits basis
of equality with military radiolocation devices. All other non-military
radiolocation in the band 33.4-36.0 GHz shall be secondary to the
military services.
3.26.2 Present Assi ng ments
3.26.2.1 Government Master File
• Assignment:_Class - This band is mainly used for experimental purposes
with some radiolocation service assignments. Twenty of the assignments are
distributed throughout the U.S. The remaining 9 assignments are spaceborne,
geostationary and non-geostationary.
• O^eratinq__A,qencies - The Air Force operates the majority of assign-
ments in this band.
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• Emission - Half of the assignments are frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths of 500 kHz, 40 Mllz and 500 MHz. A third of the assign-
ments are pulse modulated, with emission bandwidths of 50 kHz, 12 HHz and
360 MHz. There is no information given on the remaining assignments.
• Transmitter Power - The majority of assignments vary in their
transmitter power from 2 Watts to 10 kW, except for 6 assignments with a
specified power of 125 kW.
• Antenna - The earth station antennas described have gains up to
51 dB(i).
3.26.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this band are
experimental (most of which are mobile). The remaining assignments are in
the common carrier service. Most of the approximately 255 assignments are
located in New York and New Jersey.
• Emission - Fifty percent of the assignments are unmodulated 	 The
remaining half are frequency modulated, with the majority having emission
bandwidths of 25 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - Most of the assignments specify powers of 20
Watts. There are five experimental assignments with powers of 630 kW.
3.26.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - Th -e are only ten assignments in this
range, with transmitter powers ran , ing from 1.6 kW to 6.4 kW.
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Emission - Half of the assignments are frequency modulated, with
emission bandwidths of 500 kHz, 40 Riz and 500 MHz. A third of the assign-
ments are pulse modulated, With emission bandwidths of 50 kHz, 12 MHz and
360 MHz. There is no information given on the remaining assignments.
• Transmitter Power - The majority of assignments vary in their
transmitter power from 2 Watts to 10 kW, except for 6 assignments with a
specified power of 125 kW.
• Antenna - The earth station antennas described have gains up to
51 dB(i).
3.26.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - The majority of assignments in this band are
experimental (most of which are mobile). The remaining assignments are in
the common carrier service. Most of the approximately 255 assignments are
located in New York and New Jersey.
• Emission
.
- Fifty percent of the assignments are unmodulated. The
remaining half are frequency modulated, with the majority having emission
bandwidths of 25 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - Most of the assignments specify powers of 20
Watts. There are five experimental assignments with powers of 630 kW.
3.26.2.3 International Frequency List
Nigh Power Examinations - Th 'e are only ten assignments in this
range, with transmitter powers ran ing from 1.6 kW to 6.4 kW.
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3.26.2.4 Classification - Probabilistic or indeterminent.
3.26.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.26-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
Figure 3.26-2 presents the same including experimental assignments.
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3.26.2.5 Computer Histograms
Figure 3.26-1 presents the non-experimental emitter and power histograms.
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3.27 50-65 GHz Band
3.27.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region I	 Region 2	 Region 3
40 SI
Flwu•^Anutn tkanh-to-\I+uY ►
SI 52
FARTH	 LITI
srm-f	 al-.I4Rl11
42	 V 2S
spm-f
	
mim'.R(11 (PJ„I,e)
4121
+42%	 SP 
I.rfR	 ..itl l
	
it
58 2	 59
SpACI RfSIARCH (PavSIVO
4121
lV	 64
1rTIR•fATf LLITI
M 6S
SPACI RimmkCH (Passive)
- -- 41:J
	 1
11.J	 III Cm„ions ii. the	 rock 1: 54 :! GM. 59 : 54 GH1. M h5 6111.
tip.z 46 4_ (fill. lot 10: (iH1, 130 140 6M. fez Ida GHz and 230 240 GH2
,ire 11roh hued
	
the ux of ra—ve xnuas h) other %tivires n Alw authorized.
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3.27 50-65 GHz Band
3.27.1 Allocations
INTERNATIONAL
Region 1	 Region
7
to tI
I IM D % #,IF I I IT I Q A th-tWSPALC)
51 52
AKTII txI0141K"110%-%ATF1iIT1
SPkt f Kf%1 kKI 11
52 ' 1 25
'%P,kt f Kt 14 %K4 It ( PASS11,C1
54 21;
I%TtR IATtt I Fit
581 59
SPACE RESEARCH ( PASSIsC)
41 2J
59 64
64 65
SPAt F RMAM I t (PASWfl
412J
Region 3
41-1	 %11 cml—wl ! m VIC	 1.010"	
" 
4^4 2 1 (111/	 ;S 2 94 Mit 1'4 '^ (fill,
Sp* 2	 st, qZ (III,. ()1	 102 (iji l, 1!() 140 (ijil, 182 185 Gliz and 230 240 6117
are 1,rohibited	 The use of passiw sensors by other setsices is ako authorized.
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Band
MHz
5U-51
DOMESTIC
Government	 Non-Government
Allocation	 Allocation
51-52
52-54.25
54.25-58.2
5,`.2-59
FIXED
FIXED-SATELIITE
(Earth-to-Space)
MOBILE
EARTH EXPLORATh'N-
SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH
SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)
G45
FIXED
INTER-SATELLITE
MOBILE
SPACE RESEARCH
!Passive)
G45
FIXED
;'IXED-SATELLITE
(Earth-to-space)
MOBILE
EARTH EXPLORATION-
SATELLITE
SPACE RESEARCH
SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)
FIXED
MOBILE except
aeronautical
mobile
SPACE RESEARCH
(Passive)
59-64
64-65
FIXED
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	 No stations will be authorized to transmit In the bend 21850 :1870 kHz,
1400-1427 MHz, 2690-2700 MHz, 4990-5000 MHz, 10.68-10.70 Gliz, 15.35-
15.40 GHz, 23.6-24.0 GHz, 31.2-31.5 GHz, 52-54.25 GHz, 58.2-59.0 GHz,
64-65 GHz, 86-92 GHz, 101-102 LHz, 130-140 GHz, 182-185 GHz and
230-240 GHz.
3.27.2 Present 11ss i gnments
3.27.2.1 Government Master File
e Assignment Class - There are only two assignments listed in this
band. Both of the assignments are for experimental research. The assignment
located in New Mexico operates over a frequency range of 50 to 55 GHz. There
is one assignment '.n Colorado at 57.63 GHz.
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• OLeratin2 Agencies - The Air Force uses the assignment at 50 GHz
and the Department of Conmerce operates at 57 GHz.
• Emission - The Air Force assignment is pulse modulated with on
emission bandwidth of 10 MHz. The frequency modulated assignment has an
emission bandwidth of 5 MHz.
• Transmitter Power - The Air Force assignment has a transmitter power,
of 10 kW, ar,d the other has a power of .1 Watt.
• Antenna - Both assignments use parabolic antennas with gains of
41 and 46 O(i) respectively.
3.27.2.2 Federal Communications Commission Data File
• Assignment Class - This band is used exclusively for experimental
research. The approximately 250 assignments are located throughout the
United States and possessions.
• Emission - The experimental stations are unmodulated or frequency
iiK)d0ated, with emission bandwidths of 25 MHz. The industrial user specifies
its emission bandwidth as 20 kHz frequency modulated.
• Transmitter Power - The transmitter power is 20 Watts for the
experimental assignments and 30 Watts for the industrial user.
3.27.2.3 International Frequency List
• High Power Examination - There are no listings internationally in
this band.
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3.27.2.4 Classification - Non-determinant
3.27.2.5 Cgaputer Histograms
Fiqure 3.27-1 presents the experimental emitter and power histograms.
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FREQUENCY BAND : 50.0-65.0(GHz) 	 EMITTER HISTOGRAM
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Figure 3.27-1 Emitter and Power Histograms for the 50-65 GHz
Band Including Experimental Assignments
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ANNEX A
C" 'CULATION OF RF POWER LEVEL AT ORBITAL ALTITUDE
IN THE 668-674 MHz FREQUENCY BAND
The 668-674 MHz band (UHF-TV Channel 47) was chosen for an example
analysis because the operational characteristics of TV stations in the band
are fairly well documented.
The detailed analysis was carried out by determining the location and
emission characteristics of each transmitter in the band, placing the satellite
at a given location on its orbital sphere, and calculating the power received
by the EEE in each 20 kHz (and 1 MHz) sub-band within the 668 to 674 MHz
frequency band. This calculation involved the following factors:
• Transmitter powers
• Transmitter emission spectra
• Gain of the transmitting antennas towards the satellite
e Gain of the satellite antenna towards the transmitting stations
• Distance between the satellite and transmitting stations
• Doppler shift of the transmitter emission spectras due to the
relative motion of the satellite
• Feeder losses between the receiving antenna and the receiver
The 668 to 674 MHz frequency band is allocated to UHF television Channel
47 in the United States. Five stations are licensed and on the air in this
band. They are:
A-1
Call letters
	
City
KJEO
	
Fresno, California
WTVP	 Peoria, Illinois
WNJU
	
New Brunswick, New Jersey
WSVN	 Norton, Virginia
KYNE
	
Yakima, Washington
The locations of these five stations are shown in Figure A-1. The satellite #
is arbitrarily located over Chicago, Illinois (42° North latitude, 87 0 West
longitude) at an altitude of 400 km. This location is also shown in Figure
A-1 along with a curve representing the limits of visibility of the satellite
when at this location. Points outside of this curve are over the horizon
and not visible to the satellite. 	 It can be seen from the figure that only
three of the five television stations are visible to the satellite.
The emission spectrum for each station was assumed to be a nominal
spectrum based on FCC regulations. The gain of the TV antennas toward the
satellite was assumed to be 0 dB due to the difficulty of obtaining precise
gain values at high elevation angles. The gain of the satellite antenna
towards each television station was calculated using the following formula:
Gain = 40.6 - 25 log A
Maximum gain is 5 dB
Minumum gain is -3 dB
where: A is the angle between the main beam of the satellite
antenna and the television station
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This equation yields a 3 dB full beamwidth of 70°. The satellite antenna
is assumed to be pointed towards nadir.
The distance between the satellite and each television station was
calculated based upon the locations of each. The doppler shift of the tele-
vision transmitter emission was calculated based on the magnitude of the
satellite velocity vector towards the television station. Feeder losses in
the satellite were assumed to be 3 dB.
The power that would be received by a satellite located over Chicago is
shown in Figure A-2 for each 20 kHz bandwidth within the 668 to 674 MHz frequency
band. The large peak at about 669.25 MHz contains the video carriers of the
three visible stations. The three carriers are offset slightly from one
another due to doppler shifts and FCC required offsets of the transmission
spectra. Similarly, the peaks at 672.9 and 673.8 contain the chrominance sub-
carriers and audio carriers of the three stations. The large flat area from
about 670 to 672 MHz contains the video information being transmitted. The
rms power levels are shown in the fiqure, but the actual levels observed at
any specific instant will vary greatly due to the concent of the TV picture.
In order to see the effect of changing the receiver passband from 20 kHz
to 1 MHz, the fiqure indicates (with X's at 668.5, 669.5, 670.5, 671.5,
672.5 and 673.5 MHz) the power level which would be received in the 668-669,
669-670, 670-671, 671-672 and 673-674 MHz bands respectively.
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